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The same laconic answer a& before ! He walked forward arnon'g thé silent
several heavy blows had been struck followers of Earing, but they failed of
was
given ; and for a few moments the ; and thoughtful crew, with the air of d
into the massive mast itself. As be their effect.—-Each man was too much
Bristol trader was seen diverging a lit f than whose opinion Was settled. Wil-*
fore,
tire
seas
received
the
tumbling
bent
on
his
own
earnest
purpose
to
lis

afiveo'eifiic fol1^
JAMES K. REM1CH,
maze of spars, rigging, and sails ; the ten to the sound of recall. In less tha n tle from the line in which the other ap ; der, however, paid nd attention tb the
(PRIME. 7theii OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
vessel surging at the same instant, from a minute the whole were scattered a- proached ; but a second glance assured ! movements of his subordinate, but con
LEIGH. (CM®
its recumbent position, and rambling long the yards, prepared to obey the Wilder that the attempt was useless. tinued pacing the deck for hours, now
'wick, Nov. 6, 1827 ’
MSSOE^XiAICEOVS.
far and heavily to windward.
signal of their officer. The mate cast The strange ship, (and every man on] casting his eyes at the heavens, or now
4 She rights I she rights !’ exclaimed a look about him, and perceiving that board felt certain it wa»’ the same that; sending his frequent and anxious glan
£ Extract from Cooper’s New Novel.]
HR
twenty
voices, which had been hitherto the time was apparently favourable, he j had so long been seen hanging in the ces around the limited horizon, while
THE RED ROVER.
mute, in a suspense that involved life ¿.truck a blow upon the large rope that north-western horizon) came on, the Royal Caroline still continued drift
Falume I—Chapter Hz.
confined one of the angles of the dis through the mist, with a swiftness that ing before the wind, a shorn and naked
and death.
he farming Tooîjÿrhé lucid and fearful-looking mist,
4 Kepp her dead away ?’ added the tended Sud bursting sail to the lower nearly equalled the velocity of the tem wreck.
still
calm but openly authorative voice yard. The effect was much the same pestuous winds themselves. Not a
n?
otllei'Wich lo1’’«-he last quarter of an hour,
DAMNATION.
thread of canvass was seen on board
¿id Far^ïïpd been gathering in the north-west, of the young commander. 4 Stand by as would be produced by knocking aTo preach long, loud and damnation^
her. Each line of spars,, even to the
way
the
key-stone
of
an
ill-cemented
to
furl
the
fore-top-sail
let
it
hang
a
mo

travelled, but asW»s now driving.down upon them, with
is the way to be cried up. We love a
"'here there
speed of a race'horse. The a ir had ment to drag the ship clear of the wreck arch. The ennvass broke from all its tapering and delicate top-gallant masts, man that damns us, and we fun after bini
was in U.S place, preserving the beauty
fastenings
with
a
loud
explosion,
and
—
cut,
cut
—
cheerly,
men
—
hatchets
&
lost thc damP and Peculiar
for an instant, was seen sailing in the and Symmetry of the whole fabric : again to save us. If a man had a sore
mcefrom thé viliÏÏMÎng of an easterly breeze ; and lit- knives—cut with all, and off all !’
air
ahead of the ship, as thougfus&stain bu^o where was the smallest fragment leg. and he should go to an honest ju
As
the
men
now
worked
with
the
iiotsllürt! Î1 corabinlj eddies were beginning to flutter a-.
cd
on
the wings of an eagle, The ves of a sail open to the gale. Under her dicious chirurgeon, and he should only
every where to^ng the masts—precursors of the com- freshened vigor of revived hope, the
sel
rose
on a sluggish wave—and then bows rolled a volume of foam, that was tell him to keep it warm, and anoint it
ropes
that
still
confined
the
fallen
spars
t said farm be sold3ilua11’ Thef1 a rushing, roaring
settled
heavily
over the rolling surge, even discernable amid the universal with such ah oil, an oil Well known*
■he subscriber wouldjmd was heard moaning along the to the vessel were quickly severed ;
borne
down
alike
by its own weight agitation of the ocean, and as she came that would do the cure ; haply he
and
the
4
Caroline,
’
by
this
time
dead
'HAN^T^W^an, whose surface was first dimpled,
and
the
renewed
violence
of the gusts. within sound the sullen roar of the water would not much regard hifn, because he
k, Oc\ <\1827 FLE'^t ruffled, and finally covered with before the gale, appeared barely to
might have been likened to the noise of a knows the medicine before hand an or
-------- ’---- —Je sheet of clear white and spotless touch the foam that covered the sea, At this critical instant while the sea cascade. At first the spectators on the dinary medicine: but if he should gcÀ
men
aloft
were
still
gazing
in
the
direc

ÌÌO' foi®
At the next moment the power like a bird that was swift upon the
decks of the 4 Caroline,’ believed they to a chirurgeon that should tell him;
Hhe wind fell upon tlw^ inept and la- wing skimming the waters. The wind tion in which the little cloud of canvass were not seen, and some of the men 44 Your leg will gangrene within three
had
disappeared,
a
lanyard
of
the
Low

came
over
the
waste
in
gusts
that
rum

—“
ring Bristol trader.
er rigging parted with a crack that even called madly for lights in order that clays, and it must be cut off, and you will
the g“st aPPr0i"ched’ Wilder had bled like distant thunder, and with a
the disasters of the night might not ter die, unless you do Something that 1
reached the ears of Wilder,
power
that
seemed
to
threaten
to
lift
eJ/
Rzed the slight opportunity, afforded
could tell you
44O, for the Lord’®
4 Lie down I he shouted fearfully minate in the dreadful encounter.
le such arrangements^ the changeful puffs of air, to get the the ship and its content*» from its proper
sake
tell
me
what
this is ; 1 will give
ma4
No
I
’
exclaimed
Wilder
;
4
too
through
his
trumpet;
down
for
your
that the remains of
as much as possible before the element, to deliver it to one still more ■
you
any
content
for
your pains.”
ny
see
us
there
already
!
’
variable and treacherous. As an ar- lives; every man of you, down H
lrè'hSteSti,nd ! b“t tbe slug,gÌSh
[Se/den.j
4
No,
no,
muttered
Nighthead
;
4
no
A
solitary
individual
of
them
all,
¡he first day of Becere vessel met neither the wishes of’ dent and sagacious seaman had let fly
fear
but
we
are
seen
;
and
by
such
profited by the warning, pnd was seen
Oct.6, 1827, j own impatience nor the exigencies the halyards of the solitary sail that
Poverty, that is brought on by
gliding towards the deck with the velo eyes, too, as never yet looked out of
the moment. Her bows had slowly remained, at the moment when the
vice
—that is continually stalking about
mortal
head
!
’
d heavily fallen off’ from the north, squall approached, the loosened but city of the wind. But rope parted af
The seamen paused. In an instant our streets in idleness—that is unceas-,
ter
rope
and
the
fatal
snapping
of
the
,
•
lowered
top-sail
was
now
distended
ving her precisely in a situation to
the long seen and mysterious ship was ingly and shamelessly Obtruding itself
•Iceivethe first shock on her broadside. in a manner that threatened to drag wood instantly followed ; fora moment within a hundred feet of them. The upon the notice of the benevolent, while
the
towering
maze
tottered
and
seemed
i
after
it
the
only
mast
which
still
Happy it was, for all who had life
very power of that wind, which was the causes which1 produced it are still
risk in that defenceless vessel, that stood. Wilder instantly saw the ne- to wave toward every quarter of the wont usually to raise the billows^- now- cherished^ presents but slight claims
heavens
;
and
then
yielding
to
the
;
cessity
of
getting
rid
of
this
sail,
and
Iuwrxii e was not fated to receive the whole
pressed the element with the weight upon society for aid. But when occa
err
eight of the tempest at a blow. The: he also saw the utter impossibility _ of movements of the hull, the whole fell, of mountains, into its bed. The sea sioned, as it often is, by infirmitysick
with a heavy crash, into the sea. Each
•
securing
it.
Calling
Earing
to
his
side,
'ON’S noted ITCB^s fluttered and trembled on their
cord, lanyard, or stay snapped, when was every where a sheet of froth but ness or misfortune—When, instead of
'IT, which has strassi ve yards, beUyingand collapsing he pointed out the danger, and gave the | it received the strain of its new posi- np waler swelled above the level of the pressing its claims upon the public, it is
other ointment, tbe|ernate'jy for a minute, and then the necessary order.
. retiring and unobtrusive, almost shrink
4 Yon spar cannot stand such shocks tion—'as though it had been made of surface. The instant a wave lifted it ing from the friendly hand that Would
seen reduced from
wjnj sw€pt over them in a hurself
from
the
security
of
the
vast
depths,
much longer,’ hé concluded ; 4 and thread, leaving the naked and despoiled
relieve—it should be kindly sought out
should
it go over the bows some fatal hull of the 4 Caroline’ to drive onward, the fluid was borne away before the from its hiding places, and feel the full
‘nvorfs Bill» The« Caroline’ received the blast
tornado
in
driving
glittering
spray.
.
2JIWI«« astoutand buoyant ship, yielding blow might be given to the ship at the as if nothing had occurred to impede Along the frothy but comparatively effects of those kind sympathies, and
:etheXPoSfedily to its impulse, until her side lay rate she is moving. A man'or two its progress.
A mute and eloquent pa^se succeed- motionless surface, then the stranger that active benevolence,' which, under
must be sent aloft to cut the sail from
iguine expectations dearly incumbent on the element in
.
ed
this disaster. U appeared as if the came booming, with the steadiness and these circumstances', are never exerted
‘
;h may be fairly coiffijch she floated, and then as if the the yards.’
in vain.
Maine Patriot,
4 The stick is bending like a willow elements themselves were appeased by grandeur with which a dark cloud is
ve?v iustlv*'ÆSwîolfel,ric 'verc c?nscio“s ,of je0Par
seen
to
sail
before
the
hurricane.
No
their
work,
and
something
like
a
mo

whip,’ returned the mate,4 and the low
INSECTS IN THE STOMACH, .
operation as a cailla./, it seemed, to lift its reclining masts
er mast itself is sprung. There would mentary lull in‘the awful cashingof the Sign of life was any where discovered
A man named Rober.t Edmonds, of
one is necessary-Tirain, struggling to work its w'ay heavabout
her.
If
men
looked
out
from
winds
might
have
been
fancied.
Wil

- be great danger in trusting a life in that
¡reignremedy in< th|.ough the water.
Hip.tón
St. George England, who had,
their
secret
places
upon
the
straitened
head, stomachaf,
;» ,
,
w^flrpr ’ iam t top, while such wild squalls as these are der sprang to the side of the vessel, and
suffered great pain on the left side of
>sthe
sofappetitè,di»
4 Keep
the , helm
a-weatner
. jami n .
and
discomfitted
wreck
of
the
Bristol
distinctly
beheld
the
victims
who
still
‘ breathing around us.’
holic—they are likwweather, for your life, shouted E flhis stomach for 15 months, was relieved
‘Youmaybe right,’ returned Wil■ clung to their frail support. He even trader, it was covertly, and as darkly by a young physician, Mr. May, after
t infectious diseases,am;j the roar of the gust,
as the tempest before which they drove.
;
saw
Earing
waving
his
hand,
in
adieu,
der,
with
a
sudden
conviction,
of
the
i: mSSe^fhe veteran seaman at the wheel ohaving been visited by many other
truth of what the other had said, 4 stay with a sea-man’s heart, and like a map Wilder held his breath, for the moment physicians; This gentleman on exam
•inga lostappetite-eyéd the order with steadiness, butin
who not only saw how desperate was the stranger drew nighest, in the very
you
then
here
;
and
if
any
thing
befal
e habits. They areÇjn he kept his eyes rivited on the
excess of suspense ; but as he saw no ining hfl side perceived a slight motion
[seasons and hours,*
•
f his head-sail, in order to me, try to get the vessel into port as his situation, but one who knew his signal of recognition, no human form, or rising from within ; and having ai in’sufnmer or
.hp chin far north as the capes of Virginia, at fate with resignation, Then the wreck
ay, without regardaatch the manner in which .
1 least ; on no account attempt Hatteras, of spars with all who clung to it, was nor any intentfen to arrest, if possible, dopted a different mode of treatment,
business. Their opeupuld obey its powey.—T wice more,
swallowed up in the body of the fright the.furious career of the other, a smile he succeeded in, dislodging tino insects
ectaal, that by expend
many moments, the tall mast fell in the present condition of ——
from his stomach resembling lobsters;
4 What would you do, Captain Wil ful, preternatural-looking mist which of exultation gleamed across his coun òhe óf which waS nearly two inches in
>XthU”uUhCT1,l,P‘*^rdSI the horizon, waving as often
tenance,
and
his
lips
moved
rapidly,
der ?’ interrupted the mate, laying his extended on every side of them from
ne are covered wiyyacefully upwards, and then they hand powerfully on the shoulder of his the ocean to the clouds,
as though he found pleasure in being, length, and having a great triany feet;
e design of the Gwkgldied to the mighty pressure of the
4 Stand by, to clear away a boat!’ abandoned to his distress.—The stran liké a centipede.’
gems n^ffiereœ.
the whoie machiUe lay prostrate commander, who be observed, had al
shouted
Wilder, without pausing to ger drove by, like a dark vision ; and
ready thrown his sea-cap on the deck,
Magnolia.- . ,
think
of
the
impossibility of one’s swim ere anothei minute, her form was be
and
was
preparing
to
divest
himself
of
H S JélWììdicc Bit t ^effecting !’ said Wilder^ seizing
ginning to grow less distinct, in a thick Near Fish Creek in Virginia, 10 Or
ming,
or
of
effecting
the
least
good,
in
37 1-2
bewildered Earing by the armas some of his^outer garments.
12 miles from thé Ohio, there is a grove
ening body of the spray to leeward.
41 go aloft, to ease the mast of that so violent a tornado.
of thè lofty magnolia, and in the sea
fs Celebrated
latter rushed madly up the steep of
4
She
is
going
out
of
sight
in
the
mist
!
But
the
amazed
and
confounded
sea

top-sail, without which we lose the spar
ly of the above iskepi^e deck ; 4 it is our duty to be calm ♦
men who remained needed no instruc exclaimed Wilder, when he drew his son of flowering they fill the wilderness
and possibly thé ship.
with delicious fragrance for several
^LLM^.^liiring hither a'n axe?
‘ Ay, ay, 1 see that plaiq enough ; tion in this matter. No man moved, breath after the fearful suspense of the .miles around. The leaves are more
ieyeler&“yi Q»ick as the
whleh ^'T'?
few
last
moments.
but shall it be said that another did the nor was the smallest symptoms of obe
[and and Boston,îndirder, thé admonished mate Complied,
4 Ay, in mist, or clouds,’ responded than three feet in length, and of Pro
duty
of Edward Earing ? it is your bu dience given.-—The mariners looked
le principal townsXjmping into the mizzen-channels, of
Nighthead,
who now kept obstinately at portionate width; There are no other
wildly around them, each endeavour
M1he ship, to execute, with his own hands siness to carry the vessel into the Capes ing to trace in the dusky countenance his elbow watching, with the most jeal trees of this kind within 500 miles,It
b
mandate that he well knew must of Virginia^aud mine to cut the top of the other, his opinion of the extent ous distrust, the smallest movement of Has been stated that thè flowers of the
sail adrift, if harm comes to me why
his unknown Commander—4 in the magnolia in Florida, have been smelt
j ôut?î he demanded, with put it in the log, with a word or t\yo a- of the evil ; but not a mopth was open heavens, or in the sea,.l care not pro at the distance of sixty miles.
ed among them all.
---- v.. iplifted arms, and in a voice that aton- boutthe manner in which 1 played my
vided she be gone.’ 4 Most seamen
4 It is too late—it is too late mur would rejoice to see a strange sail, from
FOSSIL TREE^.
.
,
erate disease wWh for h]s momentary confusion, by its part ; that is always the best and
most proper epithet for a sailor.’
mured Wilder to himself; human skill the hull of a vessel shaven to the deck
Near Gallipolis, on the Ohio, are sev
^X^hWAeadiness and force.
<s at leng
t
?
gjHf> mmd
Wilder made no resistance, but resu and human cfibrtscould not save them.
like this.’ 4 Men often court their de eral petrified treès, imbedded ih ^pre
med his watchful and reflecting attitude
4 Sail ho ?’ Nighthead muttered at struction, from ignorance of their own cipice of sand stone. They are depos
'P/JNG^S GE^e\m at all ?’
4 Not an inch, sir ! 4 1 hen cut. U il- with the simplicity of one who had been his elbow, in a voice tffat teemed with interest. Let him drive on, say I and ited in the rock, with their tops or
too long trained to the discharge ofcer- a species of superstitious awe.
J cj.eariy and calmly added.
pray 1 ! He goes four feet to our one ; branches in different directions, and
4 Let him come on,’ returned his and now 4 ask no better favour than some of them look like the elm. They
A single blow sufficed for the dis-■ tain obligations himself, to manifest
heh sou'niversallytffiargeofthe momentary act. Exten surprise that another should acknowl young commander, bitterly; the mis* that this hurricane may blow until thè are darker and harder than the rock in
which they are imbedded, and sparkle
ded to the utmost powers ofenduiance, edge their imperative character. In chief is ready finished to his hands 1’
shall rise.’
4 Should you be a mortal ship, it is sunNighthead
ient has stood the tc^ the vag- wejght it upheld, the lan- | the mean time, Earing proceeded steadstarted; and cast an ob briskly when struck with a hammer.
struck-by Earing up sooner part-. ily to perform what he had just prom- our duty to speak to the owners and the' lique glance, which resembled denun The bark is separated from the wood,
i ised. Passing into the waist of the passengers to speak her ; if a man can ciation, at his companion. To his and resembles iron fust or black sand.
. action to the '’<**#3, than each of its fellows snapped w
.ship, he prgyided himself with a suita- make his voice heard in this tempest: blunted faculties, and superstitious mind
■iginal colour and <ucceSsiOn, leaving the mast dependant
’
false~nose.
ecommendations
iise|fa|Qne for the support of all its i ble hatchet, and then, without speaking the second mate continued pointing there was profanity in his invoking the
A French surgeon ha« lately restore
Pthat°‘a r®nii>«*.>onderous and complicated hamper,J a syllable to any of the.mute but atten- through the haze, to the dim object that tempest, at a moment when the winds
«♦••ifnr
Tthasint&l!Thp rrackinsr of the wood
came next,. ' tive seamen, he sprung
i o into the fore- was certainly at hand.
seemed already to be pouring out their ed to a person, his nose, which had
"'es of fifteenand«^^^
like a tree that ! rigging every strand and rope-yarn oi
been frost bitten during a campaign in
4 Speak her ! —passengers !’ mutter utmost wrath.
have resiste!'t*Aad been snapped at its foundation, the ; which was lightened with the strain ed Wilder, involuntary repeating his
4 This is a heavy squall, I will allow, Russia. The usual mode was adopted of
......
Words.
he said/and such an one as many turning down a portion Of the skin of
i once gives ii— „ .y-—r ----mariners pass whole lives without sec- the forehead for the purpose. Thé re?
4
No,
any
thing
is
better
than
speak

ut cures
yjjf and the sea.
,CALD HEAD $ 4 ndeg she fall
m instantly called * his intention ; and with precisely the ing her. Do you see the vessel that is jpg—but he knows little of the sea who suit is very satisfactory.;—Thè deform*
rnnrtWnE0fa^
to ihe observant seaman at the same pride of station as had urged him driving down on us so fast ?’ he sternly thinks there is not more wind where ity is scarcely observable, ahd the scar
in the dangerous undertaking, four or demanded of the watchful seamen who
in the forehead, concealed also in some
this' comes from.
it and itmaybe ^vheel.
.
i
five
of
the
oldest
mariners
jumped
upon
:rs under any circu®- t ghe yielded a little, sir ; but this
4 Let it blow!’cried the other, stri degree by the hair, has almost entirely
clung to the wheel of the 4 Caroline.
the raidings to mount with him into an still4 Ay,
king
his hands together a little wildly; disappeared. What is very extraor^
ay,
sir,
’
was
the
brief
profes

.
RctailWWew squall is bringing her up again.
dinary, is, that the person on whou^
ale and K
jCQt^ shouted Earing from ! air that apparently teemed with a hun! pray only for Wind.’
sional reply.
. the operation has been performed, re-.,
h, Portland;
majn rigging, whither he had leap- idred hurricanes.
All
the
doubts
of
Nighthead,
as
to
the
4 Give her a birth—sheer aWay hard
c Lie down out of that fore rigging,’
Isaac Hill,
like a tiger who had been bound on
character of the young stranger. who fers to. his forehead all the sensations,
! shouted Wilder through a deck trumpet to port-*-perhaps he may pass us in the had so unaccountably got possession of of his false nose, the nerves of which
■lie dowh; all but the mate lie down! gloom, now we are no higher than her the office of Nicholas Nichols, if indeed are in fact furnished by the nervou^.
'’cuH’ was the answer.
decks.—Give the ¿hip a broad sheer, I
■ A loud and imposing crash soon sue- ! His words were borne past theinatten- say si??
any remained^ were 4ióW removed. branches intended for the forehead.
J
tive
ear$
-of
the
exited
^nd
fortified
deeded, this ordei', though not before
l’or John A11»81"*
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We learn by an express from ' Bayonne
1MF OR TAMT FR OM CANADA.
that the chiefs of the. agraviados confrme to
Montreal papers of the 24th ult. aw
submit themselves to the king of Spain. This
—
-----Quebec Gazette, extra, of the 22d, were fl “iej
lAl'E
FUCAMAL.
event hasbeen annoqpced from ail points by
ceived in town last evening per steam boati “,A
SATXTHDAY
¿^¿78,
1825".
couriers
and
the
rfoging
of
bells.
fl'he'rebellThe fast sailing ship Bolivar, Wilson, from
E.rtract of a letter frojn. Capt. Loring, of
advance of the mail.
hbei$
Havre, whence she sailed On r®e* 21st uTt. has Wn cbflsequehtlyp'mày be ’considerel atan
Brig Cherub, of Boston', to her owners,
The Parliament of Lower Canada a^eJ1
Paris Moniteur.,.
arrived at New-York, bringing Paris papers end.
dated Smyrna,Sept. 1-827.1.„
bled
on
the
20tb,
when
the
Governor
nJ
we coU
ZT h e7.7f fair s o f~; r h e east.
to the 20th.-—-We extract from the New“ It is with much regret I have to inform
fl'he following intelligence brought by his
The following rcmaiks on the proceedings nounced a brief address, stating that lie slioJ colour
York papers the following articles of intelli Majesty’s brig Le Faune, which arrived at you of my being captured, on the morning.of
not declare the causes for which he hade/ servati
gence furnished by- this arrival. The Boli- 'foulon on the 10th inst. is given by the Mon- 5tli inst. by an hermaphrodite polacca-rigged of the three allied powers in relation to the led them together, until the Assembly sho^ our vi<
var has been absent only 62 days.— Bos. Gaz. Ifeui-'f—‘‘On the'frh Mi Collet, being 7 miles brig, armed with 4 heavy guns, and having war in Greece, from the Paris Moniteur of choose a Speaker, and present him for api)«
bation. 'Fhe members of Assembly then J
By the accounts from London of the 18th, to the north of Algiers with five vessels, per upwards of 100 men. 't he night previous the Oct. 8, will be read with interest.
it was stated that Mr. Brougham was to be ceived at dhj- break, a friégate of 48 gUns,feur weather hud been quite thick and dark.
tired and elected Mr. Passineau (forJ
Boron
Daily
Advertiser.
corvettes of 2ff or 24 eighteen pounders, and Judging mysejf nearly up with the island of
appointed Attorney General.
Speaker) by a vote of 39 to 5.
[against
The publication alone of the Treaty of In
On the following day, the EoverBo^JJthe
j We are assured that the Emperor of Bra 6 brigs or schooners of 16 or 18 twelve pound Cerigo I took in my flight sails—at 4 A. M tervention of the three Powers, in favour of
zil has appointed Don Miguel to the throne ers, quittirg the port rtf Algiers. M Collet saw the lard,not more than 2 miles distant the Greeks, leit from the beginning no doubt lowred the nomination of Mr. Passineau J !
immediately bore dov u upon the enemy, and —a few m'ornents afterwards (not then day
required the house to make another choiceT‘5ce '
of Portugal.'
an action commenced; but.the Algerines light) discovered a vessel close on board of us. upon our minds, of the favourable result of a
the 22d, Mr. Passineau was again
The latest accounts from Spain represent put themselves under the .protection of their She had the appearance of a brig of war. step of wh:ch the Journalists only exaggerate edOn
by a vote of 40 to 4, and took his sj alludes
the state of affairs as in a much more satisfac forts, and at night r-turned to the. port. M. We were hailed in broken English to heave the difficulties, because they pervert its char fl’he Official Gazette of Quebec mentil^v sc
tory situation. The presence of the king had Collet then lost sight of them.”
to. 1 ordered our vessel to be kept away, in acter. fl’o stop the effusion of blood in tile that Mr. Villaires went with the messenfr ' ■
produced a very happy effect. The Queen
East, to secure the respective rights of par to the Governor to enquire when he won] Ridnalb
Extract of a letter from Lyons
“ The hopes of making my escape, and made prep ties,
of Spain was to leave Madrid the beginning
to free the sea from an audacious system
arations to defend the vessel. It was but a
of November for Valencia, where she was to Tribunal of Commerce ofLyons has declared moment after hailing me that she fired a vol of piracy, to secure the relations of the com receive the address of the house, and sats. put cor
“ the answer may easily be anticipated opio
the house of Si\ous (the silk merchant who-e
be joined by the king.
merce
of all nations with the Levant, and that that no message or address couhl be receive .jiv
itowine
faillite and flight-haze been announced) pub ley of musketry into ns—I had but a moment.*
The intelligence from Portugal does not licbankrupts. The amount of debts already to consult with my officers. Seeing She wa-s without altering the limits of States, or the or r*cqmmmnicated
.'A ivi rvi rw 1» 1 <■» 4- y. » I 4-tox-, 4-the
V-» w-w-\
.L
members
until'!i “Infide
add any news of consequence to our last in proved is 6Q0QU1 francs.”
conditions
of
sovereignty,
but
only
bv
substj*
well armed and full of men, I thought it nob
Speaker had been appointed, with the aph
telligence from that quarter,
prudent to make any resistance, as "the result tuting pribute’foi* the sword, and civil rights
f h sions si
Extract of ?. letter of the 16th inst. from won1 d have been much worse than it is.'She foi’ slavery,—such has been the object which bation of the Crown.”
A great many forgeries have recently been Havre:
The Montreal Herald remarks, “ that a
—“A fire, -which might have been was nearly ns long as the Cherub, was, appa Europe aimed atbefove the rest of the world,
committed in Paris, and had caused much attended with dreadful conseq.dences.to our
and such she will accomplish. In such an ar other dissolution of Parliament will inajii ‘A Pi’
excitement-in the mercantile community.
port, broke out on board,an English vessel, rently a nwv vessel and sailed very fast, rangement, there is no room for any personal probability soon take place ; but a new eh
'fhey
took
me
to
a
place
called
Carabusa,
in
A private, letter from Berlin speaks of a named the Jane. • Ph a few minutes’ this ship,
will not mend matters, which we belied
ambition ; an-ambition altogether Christian, tion
will only be settled by the direct interfered
Second treaty relative to a pacification of the which had just entered with the tide, fell a the islaud/tTCafidla, took out all my cargo, altogether
animates the three Pow of the Imperial Parliament. It is vain to J
East, which is about to be nègodiated, as is prey to the flames. Some gunpowder, which robbed 11 e.r of every thing that they cc.ild ers, whose peaceful,
alliance of itself provestheir dis pose for a moment the present House of
said.: in London, and which is to be signed, in she had on b'eotd made a tremendous e::pio- laytheir haniis mjrcn, such as spare sails, interestedness,
for ambition, disunites, for sembly and the Executive can ever cordialhi”
addition to the three Powers, by Àustri?.; sion, that spread iffitrm among the persons rigging, pro vision's, &c,—Lost my best cable the accomplishment"
of'tts secret designs,
and ancW^rpAiawser,_Scc.—took my watch, 3.
Prussia, Sweden ,and the Netherlands.
co-operate for the good of the Province” L__ —
who had flocked to the spot. Happily no bbls,
rum; and so^e Slothing from my officers { whilst generosity is confiding, and looks out
lives
were
lost,
'Fhe
damage
is
computed
at
X E G<K,r
for support in pv* jects which it is not afraid to
GREECE AND TURKEY.
and
crew.
.
We
w
r
ere
all
in
susjyense,
not
--------------Letters have been received from Sir Ed- 420,099 fr.
knowing wlvit the eveiff would be. At limes , avow. And what guarantee of success, in a
We understand, says the Baltimore Ga
A letter dated at Havre cn the 20th says, they thve.iteiied to murder us and destroy the treaty subscribed.by the three Powers, whose
vvard Codrington’s squadron, dated off Navarin, Sept. 25, which state., that they were “ Since the last dates of the 16th nothing very vessel. They would not listen to any thing weight will always be decisive in the désu zette, that the Buenos Ayreon privateer brii ' >
mounting
eight guns, calkxl the Generi'
important
hast^ken
place
in
the
markets
—
then blockading the Turkish fleet in that
I said respecting the vessel, and it n as only nies of the world ;—a Treaty so nobly con
port, which consisted pf four* sail of the line, the sales of Cotton, have been about 2,000 through the exertions of my officers and men ceived, io F ng meditated, and which could Bronson, (foimerly the Sylph, of Baltimore,!
firteen frigates, twenty-jìvè' corvettes and .a bags, forth« last four days, at from. 16 to’18 that the Vessel was saved from being hauled present no other difficultés than the union of has captured a Brazilian brig of eighteJ
sous for uplands, and 18 to 23 for Louisiana. on shore. We were treated much better the three Contracting Parties whose alli guns, (16 of 21 and 2 brass piecesof 18) whiJ^^
Dumber of smaller vessels.
The Augsburgh'Gazette gives the follow Of Ashes 29 br's. pots were sold at5€f. 25c. than I expected—Rltbough it would have ance will always be the solution of them—ya was sent out for tlie purpose of capturing^
been quite different if we had had no cargo. Treaty which offered to those whom it pro Gen. Bronson, fl'lie Gen. Bronson, with bc^’i^e’
ing intelligence, dated Zante, September 26 : There is nothing else at all interesting.
Stocks at London, Oct. 17. Consols, 87 ;
fe.-0a
“ I had information, while lying at Milo, tects the safety of which they had previous prize, arrived safe at St. Barts.
—“ The ì ureo-Egyptian fleet continues to
——-----' Keiineb
that a small boat had -arrived from the place ly despaired, and to those wliom it appears
be closely watched in the Gulf of Navaria bv* Mexican 554 ; Columbian, 23.
French Stocks, October 20, 101, 70.
ARKANSAS TERRITORY.
where they carried me, with coffee and sugar to menace, an honourable pretext to put an
the British squadron. Navarin is the place
where the great- question will- be decided.. At the We y hill Hop "Fair, Oct. 13 th, more —and I immediately.applied to Capt. Booth, end to a ruinous and sanguinary struggle, and . ?he General Assembly of this TerntoJ
than
5000
pockets
were
readily
sold,
at
prices
of U.S. ship Lexington, who'sent an officer to retain.by tribute what tfiey could not re is in session ; and the members have passi1 iss R1
There an armistice defacto will be obtained.,
or all thè naval forces o’f Turkey'will be an satisfactory to sellers as well as buyers; but with fl/bdflvs crew with me, toexainine her ; cover by the sword ! It is not to be presu resolutions approving of the nomination madr^a'c-v»
the
average
quality
of
the-Hops
by
no
means
and I found nine bags .of coffee which 1 imme med that the Turkish government is a stran by the President of the United S,ates, oftJ'11
nihilated.—-Not to admit-such h result as in
evitable* would be to cali in question the hon- equalled that'of last year’s growth, and the diately identified as originally a part of my ger to the general ideas which connect the Hon. Andrew Scott, for reappointmènt aFar-v /
quantity was not more than one third of last cargo. She made a prize of the boat, and policy of all governments. The time is past one of the Judges of the Territory, and dial In
O ’ of the Great powers.”.
year’s.
kept four Greeks as prisoners, who promised when it founded its existence on the divisions proving of the rejection of the nomination{fon(M
A lette? from Navarin. dated Sept. 26, in
The number or persons charged with crim to. show Capt. B. whero he could find the of the Christian Powers. It now understands the Senate. The Hon. Messrs. JoHNsoNani .ln c‘
forms us that Admiral de Rigny arrived off
that port on the 22d. Thirty two vessels of inal offences in France, in the year 1320, was, rest of the cargo. I left Mr. Barker, my 2d that it cannot be consolidated, but under the 1 rimble, Jndges of the Superior Court, andiFew ,
number of members of the bar. have add resstrTv
the ^Turkish fleet, with troops on board, wer according to the oflicial records, 7591. The officer on board the Lexington being a re shade, even of the alliance.
For some days past, great importance has letters to Judge Scott, approbating hiscoil^ Re
cruising before the port, and eighty others number in England mid Wales, in the same quest ofCapt. B. as he would know the veswere in th export itself. On the 25th, \dm’.- Year, was 16,117 The population of France t sei who robbed us in case te fell in with her been attached to incidents which do not in a- duct while on the bench, and expressingtfekl t0
ral de R’gry and Sir Edward Codringtou is, in round numbers, 31 millions; of England and wtiuld be able to swear to the property. ny essential manner interrupt the progress sincere regret which they feel in consequei<ace‘
went to Ibrahim Pacha’s tent, and declared and Wales, 14 «/¡liions. Twelve hundred She sailed a few days since on a cruise in of events, and which may even hasten them. of the rejection of bis nomination for tW'lf!°s
Q^Tarsóns
The passage of the Egyptian fleet into Greece pointment.
to him alternately ja French and English, were condemned to death in England ; one search of lier.
1 arrived here in co. with the Rob'Rov, un is explained by the dates, and by the respect
ihat in'consequence of the refusal of the hundred and .fifty in France. There was a
Fatal Duel. The N. Y. Commercial tiitaH
Port ‘o accept the mediation, they had re great increase of crime in both'countries. * der convoy of the U. S. schr. Porpoise ; which the powers observed towards their
waited 7 days at Milo for her.”
solemn engagements. This fleet sailed from VV ednesday gives particulars of a duel fou<fn w
reived orders t<> establish an armistice de
There are in the English navy 52 admirals,
Alexandria < >n the 1st of August, and entered that morning at Hoboken, between Mr. V,Lt kv
facto, and to destroy such forces as-might op 68 vice adfoirhls, 60 rear admirals, 32 rear
pose it. After having listened to this declar admirals retired, 20 post captain#:, retired, 806, GEORGIA LEGISLATURE-Nov. 14. on the 9th of September into Navarino. It Graham, Associate editor of the Enquirehwr
ation with equal sang froid and attention, the post captains, 8-i I commandants, 98 lieuten
In Senat-e—On motion of Mr. Clayton,_ was then at sea a month before the expira and Mr. Barton. The difficulty originateiLor?p
Pacha replied, that, as a servant of the Porte, ants retired, with the honorary' rank ci' cpm- Resolved, that the committee on the State’ of tion of the term fixed upon for receiving the at a card table. Two shots were exchanged, At
he had been commanded tn push the war in - mandants; -6 lieutenants reocived among the the Republic be instructed to inquire into the answer of the Porte, or for commencing the —The first having proved ineffectual, tli5fcrltor,
the Morea, and to end it in a decisive attack poor knights of Windsor ; 3G91 lieutenants right and propriety of appropriating money ■ execution of the measures rendered necessa second ot Mr. G. proposed the advance nitro
upon Hydra ; that he had no power to receive in service, 540 masters, 358 surgeons, 668 from tfie public treasury of the LT, States by ry by the rejection or acceptance of the ulti step each, which was acceded to.—AtM it Pi
the communications now Piade to him, or to pavmasters. 1’otal of the ofilc’ers of the navy Congress, for the support of the Colonization matum. It was on the 1st of September that second fire, Mr. Graham observed, “ Mtor oft’
take any course on his own authority ; but 7,218.
Society, and to report to. this Legislature the Ambassadors of the three Powers were to shot—lama dead man—Barton, IformLuc,.
'
nevertheless, the commands of the Porte not
whatever may be expedient in relation to transmit to the respective Admirals of the you.”. Mr. G. was a native of Catskill, reaL~
Vessels arriving at Liverpool from Charles said
combined squadrons, the instructions which law with the late Barent Gardinier, esq,
subject. having provided for the extraordinary case ton
and New-Orleans, have to perform quar
concerned them ; and the . previous depart r had travelled extensively ih Europe. Hefei
that had occurred, he would despatch cour
iers to Constantinople and Egypt, and would antine, in co.iseques.ee of the prevaleii^c of Front the FaHchasse (FloridaJ Advocate, ure of the Egyptian fleet did not allow them recently been the principal writer for thefr
the option of communicating it to the fore quirer, and said to be one of the ablest tlrf
give bis word that until their return his fleet the yellowTevcr at the latter places.
■ . J.'hv. 3.
2
arrangements till it had. actually enter rical critics of the day.
It is said that the Rev. Edward Irving has
should not quit Navarin, however hard it was
i T
We have had a most delightful season for seen
for him to be stopped at a moment when eve i'ecently received a donation of ¿6,000 from picking cotton, and many fine crops have been ed the port where it now lies at anchor.
ry thing was finished, since the force of his one individual, whose name is not known, to made, notwithstanding the backwardness of The English Admiral notified to it, as well,
VIRGINIA.—Anti-Jackson meetingsW.
expedition was evidently irresistible for the wards discharging the debt contracted in the the spring. In the neighbourhood, as yet, as to the commander of the Turkish fleet been held in about ninety, out of 102 fruì* W
erection of the New Caledonian Chapel in there 1ms been scarcely any frost, none to the measures specified in the terms of the
Greeks.—-Moniteur,
in Virginia, and in the remaining cornitia Bè'
check vegetation ; whereas we learn from treaty, as welkasthe armistice accepted by meetings are also called.—Md. Journal.
It is stated that Lord Cochrane took 1200 which that Rev. Gentleman officiates.
Last year, out of a population of 200,000 in Gadsden county, twenty miles west, that the the Greeks.. There can be no doubt that
Turkish prisoners at Vassiiadi and Antob'cb.
Vera Cruz papers to the 2d NovemberUiPIE
Dublin, sixt y thousand ‘ passed through the cotton has been killed to the ground. We do means will be found of making this an
Letters from Bucharest and several other hospitals
nouncement respected. Besides it is not from nish nothing important.
in
contegfous
fever.
1 In G
not
know
wfly,
but
believe
that
this
district
places coincide in stating that the Porté is wil
Egypt that Europe can fear any obstacles to
The Glasgow Chronicle states that there of country is more exempt from frost than aling to renew the negotiations relative to the
A novel attempt to set fire to a house
the
prompt
accomplishment
of
its
views
for
are upwards of four thousand power looms ny other Within 2Q miles around. This fact terminating a struggle which has hitherto on exhibited at Pittsburg, Penn, on the night age!
Greeks.
full operation in that neighborhood, and was reiaarked last spring, and it would be ly cost sacrifices to the government of that the 13th uff. Some combustible matter« ^Li
The Augsburg!? Gazette gives the following in
that the prices of cloth had advanced from 10 well to ascertain the first appearance of frost country, and which at one period left it no fastened to a wire and attached to apidgeo^He
intelligence, dated Odessa, Sept. 29
“Mer-' to
in the various townships of Leon, to test the
12 per cent.
cantile letters from Constantinople of Sept.
other resource, than that of attemptingits in which alighted on the roof of a house, and A W
The Sheffield Mercury mentions that a fact this fall.
20, state that the Sultan had sent to the
dependence,—an attempt, perhaps, danger the shingles on fire before it was discoverdWng
ous,-7-in order to free itself from a ruinous
Grand Visir añ order “ to convoke an extra-, considerable ad vaneé had taken place in the
The New-York Gazette says the due£j
STEAM BOAT DISASTER.
expedition.
ordinary Divan, to lay before it the proposi price Of Iron, owing to the demand occasion
which
led to the death df Mr. Graham orifoho“’,
nevz-york, noy. 29.
tions of pacification of the -three Powers; and ed by largd orders from tlie Continent for |
As to the levies ordered in Russia, they
The steam boat Long Branch, Captain are explained even in the terms of the Ukase mated in a dispute in a convivial partv ati jnu.
ascertain its advico, care being had to consid maciiinery.
Hudson, which left here on Monday evening which prescribes them, after three years of friend’s house, and that that Editor had co?fa n
er whether these propositions were not a
for New-London, came in contact the same interruption to the regular recruiting. It is a demned duelling in his paper within a weefcso.
pretext to succeed in compromising the exist
Prom fhe London Courier, Oct. 15.
Literary .—Messrs. Carey, Lea and CarevjT C
ence of the Ottoman Empire in Europe.”
The intelligence from Constantinople, night, when nearly off Huntington, L. I. with melancholy habit impressed upon public othe sloop Splendid, from Providence for this
The,whole populationfof Napoli is still en which will be found in our preceding columns, port, and was much injured, her upper beams pinion by the lies of the revolution, that men cf Philadelphia, will publish this week,Sco#ge!fr(
camped in the plain of Argos, and no words leaves no hope for our contemporary as to being started so that her upper deck fell in ; endeavourto read in the acts of governments “ Chronicles of Canongate;” and haverf0^0
a considerable part of“ Tales
can e-escribe the distress which they, endure. the authenticity of his exclusive news. The the bul warks were stove in, and the machinery every thing besides what is written in them. ceived
Grand-mother.”
A frigate built for the Paella of Egypt, whole tenor of this intelligence on the contra rendered unmanageable. She remained a- 1 he respect which they have all shown to
A child was left tied to a chair, in a hour *
which was to have beè-n equipped at Leghorn ry, leads to the conclusion that the Porte is, drift till yesterday morning, when she was their engagements for the last fifteen years,
has gone ashore at Venice and it is quite im at least, bent upon trying the experiment of fallen m with by the Steam boat Connecticut, have relievefla great number of upright minds near Easton, Md. wiiile its mother iventtl
from
this
mania.
Machiavelism
has
passed
defying
the
Allied
Powers
to
the
last
moment.
possible to move her.
a bucket of water—during her absence ab|
Capt. Comstock, who took her in tow and
Cpunt Capo d’Istria, the newly appointed Instead of revived negotiations—and conced reached here last evening. On meeting the into the opposition,- and, unfortunately for entered the room, upset the chair, and tlm|
ing
all
that
is
required
on,behalf
of
Greece
—
them,
without
advantage
;
for
since
the
res

the child into the fire, where it was soshocR^
president of the Greek Government, will
Fanny, bound to N, London, which left here
leave Paris in a few days,for Ancona, where the Ottoman Government is making vigor at 3, P. M. the passengers ot the Long Branch toration ot legitimate throne’s, it has been ingly burnt that it survived only a few howl
ous demonstrations of defence as if it antici
discovered, it has been felt, that there is a
he will embarfrfor Greece.
pated hostilities oir the part of the Allies.— were taken on hoard that boat. At "the time Machiavelism even finer than the refine
A juror, who was one of the society!
Bweden and JBjr-way.—'Tire convention Among other calculations, which tend to in of the accident, Capt. H. jutoped on board ment of the Florentine—that is good faith. Friends, was recently excused from servi:.
between the Ottoman Porte and these two spire the Sultan with this inflexible determin the sloop, which immediately separated from Good faith watches on the height of thrones on a capital trial at Philadelphia, as
powers, which grants them the freedom of ation, is one founited, it seems, upon the be the Long Branch, and Was fallen in with by over the happiness of nations'it invites, it clared his unwillingness and inability to
navigating the Black Sea, is published in the lief that the alliance is too fragile to hold to the Connecticut, near Hurl Gate, when Capt. deserves the confidence of all honest men.
a verdirt of conviction, whatever might® ■
French papers.
the evidence, in a capital case.
I bee,
gether. This is a notion worthy of the pro H. was restored to his command. Fhe sloop
,
RUSSIA AND PERSIA.
was
considerably
injured.
The
Long
Branch
found knowledge -wbiyh may be suppled to
Thursday,
the
22d
of
November
was
«
was
adrift,
in
a
helpless
situation,,
for
about
The Journal of St. Petersburg of Sept. 26, belong to his' highness and the Divan, Upon
The ship York, De Cost, arrived at New- pointed by Gov. Cass, as a day of Thanksgil
Contains more news of the army in Georgia. all matters connected with European policy : thirty hours.
}
The wind got round to the southward yes \ ork, on Saturday morning, from Liverpool, ing in Michigan Territory.
It appears that á desperate battle took or, it may, perhaps, have been instilled into
place between a division of the Russian army, him by. others. In whatever way acquired, terday afternoon, having previously blown bringing London papers to the 23d and Liver
We understand that three men who wni
pool
to
the
24th
October.
These
papers
furwhich advanced to the relief of the convent we apprehend ..he will soon discover its fal from the. JWuths^st for fifteen successive
i nish no later news from the Continent than at work on the roof of the Factory, bel® 6th..
days.
of Etchmiàdzine which was besieged by the lacy.
ing to Mr. William Sprague in Cranston,fehia, v
. ’Phe steam boat Albany, whi< h left here on I « as, received by the Bolivar. The impres- from the staging on Saturday last, and
Persian army of 25,000 men—10,000 infantry
Tuesday, and proceeded up the river as far l sion among the London Editors is that the most shockingly maimed. One of themli!
with a battery of 22 pieces of artillery, anil
LIBERIA.
as Kingston, and returned last evening, Porte will promptly reject the mediation of since died.—Prov. Jour.
15,00.0 cavalry—commanded by Abbas Mirza.
Sac(
This colony, wow in the sixth year of its fl'here was considerable ice as far down as the Allies, /jnother battle is said to have
The Russians claim the victory, saying that
taken place between the Russian troops Mr. Ogle, a celebrated coachmaker in PbiiNew-!
the enemy lost 3,000 men, while their own existence, contains upwards of six hundred Poughkeepsie.— Mer. Jid~c>.
and a body, of 3000 Persian cavalry—the adelphia, has just completed an elegant cafTarr, <
loss was very severe. The enemy attacked inhabitants, who live and cultivate their fields
the Russians on all sides, and their cannon in comfort. It extends two hundred miles
fl'wo respeciaPle young ladies, says the Ba latter was repulsed. Kean was drawing full riage for a gentleman in Scotland, for hisuAfrlia
there ; he having given the preferencethouth
battery did much damage to the equipages : along the coast, and indefinitely into the inte tavia Advocate, residing in a village in this houses at Covent Garden.—Bos. Gazette.
American taste and workmanship in tfe Ar.¡
?
considerable bodies of ififantry and cavalry rior. All the children of Monbravia, the cap state, devoured at one meal, 27 large slap
building of coaches, fl’he duty in breatBfe
•charged them with impetuosity, but were al ital of the colony, attend school.
jacks. [ What in the name of Heliogabalus
'pells.
ways repulsed at the point of bayonet, and
In six months of the year 1826, the exports is a slap jack ? We cannot find the name in
Mr. Gallatin arrwed'.-^-'The ship Sylvanus ain on this article will be30 percent.
[[ Ar.;,
Russian artillery, ably directed, did them con amounted to$44,000, the projit on which was the Almanack des Gourmands.'}-—Noah.
Jenkins, from Liverpool, arrived at NewRattlesnakes.—A Mr. Abijah Colburn, ferii
siderable injury. The ravage which the Rus $30,000 nearly three fourths. A vessel, wRh
A slap-jack, major, (sometimes called a York on 1 hursday, having on board Albert this town, on splitting open a maple log M Ar.
sian artillery made in the ranks of Abbas Mirza a cargo of $11,000 disposed of the whole of it jTtf/i-jack from its resemblance, in point of Gallatijj, Esq. Minister to the Court of St, week which had been felled about a ya'pW
was enormous: in many places the ground there ip l;0 days, and every cent paid.” The dimensions, to the extremity of an unmen James, and family. Mr. Joshua Bates, and discovered in a cavity twenty-one youngrw Ar.;
was covered with their dead up to the mouths natives in their vicinity are friendly to them, tionable piece of linnen,) is a Yankee cake, family, of London, are also passengers in the tlesnafees.
fl'hey were in a torpid stateI)
of the Russian cannon. The battle lasted and the,presence of the colony, it is said, has very thin and elastic, and made to be slapped Sylvanus Jenkins.
from nine to ten inches in length.
L^P°I
from 7 o’clock in the morning till 4 o’clock in in a good degree abated the slave trade.
into the stomach by the square yard at a time.
Dedham Registtt ?dos,the afternoon.
Hence its dehionination.-— Boston Statesman.
Boston
A letter from London bv the James Crop
SPAIN.
Prize Poem—Fifty dollars is offered
Ar.
From Brazil.—Advices atNew York from
per, to a respectable house'in this city, speak “ the
The Madrid Gazette of the 7th announces Rio
best original poem, containing notlesfeinei
After some weeks of unusually cold weath
Janeiro, inform that the Emperor was
that the insurgent army of Catalonia has sur collecting all his forces, and it was supposed er, the wind changed on Thursday to the ing of the return of Mr. Gallatin, says—“ 1 than forty, nor more than sixty lines, wiM Belc
rendered on the invitationof the King. The theywvere destined fqr Rio Grande. The south, and increased during the night to a understand that the Commercial Treaty be for the opening of the Salem Théatre, whidlOrleiu
soldiers and.so.me of the chiefs are returning country was in a most deplorable condition ; strong gale, attended with torrents of rain, tween Great Britian and the United States shall be addressed to J. G. Waters beforeK q ..
home. .One of them alone, Don Pierre Mo no money in circulation except paper, at a which we think must re-open the canals and has been renewed for an indefinite time-— 25th of December.”
rato, presented himself to his Majesty. The discount of 40 per ceqt. Markets very ’dull rivers, many of which w’ere partially, and each party to give the other twelve months
notice
if
they
wish
it
modified
or
to
cease.
Singular Fad.—'The Worcester Mut®|
Junta of Manrésa has made its submission to and Coffee very high? 'Fhe Brazilian frigate some entirely obstructed by ice. The chim
Gem d’b'Spagna, expert the President Cara- Peria was lost about tlie 3d ot October, a short ney of a brick house erecting.in Winter-st. 1 he West India question remains in statu Insurance Company was organized, andceoi'L1^ J
quo, Great Britian refusing to concede what menced issuing policies, in Mav 1824, thr«Eom-i
jo!, who fled, taking with him some booty.— distance
North of Cape Tria, and all hands was blown upon the I wilding on Friday morn
years, since. It has 'insured
The insurrection at Gulpuscoa is at an end. were supposed to have perished. The loss ing, and lore away every floor down to the she offered iirthe first instance. If the two and a half years
insur WthfctGovernments cannot agree respecting the
The chfif Lausa Garetta has been arrested was occasioned by mutiny on boards
cellar, leaving the wa is a mere shell. Per eastern b< undary, the matter is to be refer amount of about seven hundred thou^Af^
at that plat t.
anrl property
nrnnpi tv in allpa<Vl|
nil
buildings and
sons were employed n the afternoon in sup- red to. the arbitration of some friendly pow dollars, on buildinp-s
■
Bos. Fat.
of tire country, and vet it has never su&ahCju
1° ting the wall by means of ropes.-Bos, Pat. er.'5—Bos. Gazette.
the loss of a single dollar by fire.— (for: ¿Fdltlnl

apers of lh
te> extra,ofl]1eJ
to goa^eSp-onpentL
1 last evening r)er J x Im-com mum cation over the signature of
3PBOBÄTS ' KÓTieíS;
memof T
l‘V BaPtist” }s received, and as it is from
«’d be
a
Court
of Probate helffat Kennebunk, York, ss. V ‘VKÌ-,N 0,1
'Oth, 'Aben0?!'^6 Pen °fa mncb estee’ncd friend, # wish
-M. sold at Public Auction, Yb^x, 5s‘. ^flAKEN on Execution all York, ss.
AK EÑ on Execution', and?
within and for the County of York, on the
‘Liddicss,
cou^’ c°nsistently,'give it a place in our first Tuesday in Dect
’
the right in equity, which
wi.d be . sold at' . Public
//¿i? year of. 6n Monday, the 7th (laV of JifnuaTy, 1828, at
John
Cram,
of
Sanford,
in
the
County,
of,
l> causes for wh]c|5umns’ as lhe reasoning is good and obdur Lord eighteen h
Auction
r>'if Elisha BodìYell,
. ,. at the Store
.
nd twenty- two o’clock in the afternoon, at the dwelling
i
ork
%
\cbman
t
has
to
rfedccrii
the
farm
on
house of the subscriber in Alfred, all thè
Ksq., m Shapleigh, on Wednesday, the twenk^p’,Un^ t,le Ass^'vatjons jusL and perfectly coincide with ; seven.
which
he
mow
resides,
with
the
buildings
t
ight
in
equity
which
Andrew
Conant
of
Al

1 ARLES BRADBURY, administrator
ty-sixth day of December nsKt,- at ten of th#
ueniberJof85ntllimii\V!ex'/s'_’But at this time ot' rtTgious
xto of the estate of Stephen Towne, late fred, in said county, esquire, has to redeem / thereon, containing thirty acres more or less clock, A. M< all the right in equity
qtlity of re
eted Mr.° jYCi1'^’!tenieht, we must decline “ throwing the of Kennebunk-pert, in said county, esquire, the following described real estate.
and bounded "by the- highway and lands of demption, which Jacob Welch of
Shapleigh <
if Shapieiehij
vote of 39 to 5SSlneWe” or “ taking up the gauntlet” for or deceased, baying presented his account of
LO T No. 1. A tract of land with the William Emery, jun. John Parsons, and oth has in and to the following described mort
ers, and the said .Cram’s right in equity there gaged real Estate, viz: all the farm where^
I
buildings
thereon,
situated
in
said
Alfred,
and
administration
of
the
estate
of
said
deceased,
'yinS day, the Gainst any denomination of Christians.—But
being part of the homestead farm of said in will be sold at public vendue at the dwell on he now lives, bounded by land of Jeremi
for allowance :
uuse'to iv L^1' ^tP,C safn€ t!rne vve are not insensible to the
ORDERED, That the said administrator Conant, containing forty acres, more or less, ing house of John Powers, Esq. in said San- ah Low, Samuel Hooper, Abraham Welch
Mr. PasTinca annt^eitful Practices and hypocritical canting give notice to all persons interested, by caus bounded thus, beginning at the road at the S. ibrd, on Saturday the twenty-ninth day of John Wexcli. aticl Alfred line, and is the same
J 40 to 4,
c^rtSS
People to whom the writer ing a copy of this order to be published three E. corner of laud of Wm. Parsons, thence by I December next, at two o’clock afternoon.— which the stud John Welch mortgaged to
Gazette of QUelJJJ^les.-And it is our earnest wish, that they weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga said Parsons’ land, south westerly to the riv Said farm is under a mortgage to Elisha Al Jghk Storer & Co. as will appear of record*.
WILLIAM EMERY, D. Sheriff.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, er, thence by the river to Swett’s bridge, (so len, Esq, of said Sanford.—Conditions made
iorStoent ^‘thtW
fer become 8ane as to allow every ra- that they may appear at a Probate Court to called) at the road leading by said Conant’s known at tbe Sale.
Shapleigh, Nov. 23,1827.
_
CALEB EMERY, D. Sheriff.
Jrcss of tj11'? 'vllei|FlbG'lnS»t0 worship in his own way, with- be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the house to Sanford, thence by said road to the
Nov 25.
may
him, for differing; from them I first 'Tuesday in February next, at ten of the county road lending-to Kennebunk, thence on
said
last
.mentioned
road
to
land
ofBenj.J.
clock
in
the
forenoon,
and
shew
cause,
if
any
or address cou](JDP!nion>to the stake °r the halter—or bethey have, why the same should not be al Herrick, thence round said Herrick’s land to
York ss. HO AK1>N on Execution, and will
*te<l to the mending on him the name qf “ Heathen” or lowed.
the road aforesaid, thence by said road
‘ Ja. be sold nt Public Auction,
to the. beginning. 'The above tract of York fs. F^IAKEN on Execution, and at the ’ Store
rown^)°lnieC1,
our works, not by dur prefesJONAS CLARK, Judge.
of Johr Stqreiì ip Co. in San
will be sold at Public
land with the buildings “fs under the in
A true Cofiy—Attest,
:al Herald reWsn Sha11
be judgedin said County, on Wednesday thè twen
cumbrance of a mortgage to John Holmes Aucttok, on Monday, the fourteenth day of ford,
WM.
CUT
TER
ALLEN,
Reffr.
ty-sixth
day
of
December next, at two of the
lon of Parliament 1K> couimuniGilt,on 0VPr tbe signature of
Dec. 8.
s
Esq. for the sum of six hundred and ten dol January next’, at the Store now occupied by
” take p|ace ;
Preacher” addressed to an “ Adjutant,
lars and sixty-five cents, dated Moy.- 27,1823,. doMat/I-IN Po'.uniRu, in Waterborough, at clock iii the afternoon, all the right iff equity
of redemption, which Aaron With am has
t?edTat\( rS’too personal.-W'e do not consider him At a Court of Probate held at Kcmubunk, with annual interest, also another mortgage twelve of thé clock, noon ; All the right in ;in
and to the following described mortgaged
within and for the County of York, on the to said Holmes for one himdrod and tfiirty equity which KtHot ii. ÈdTüdoin has to re real
1 Pai'iia^^IYt|,1^cccuntab’e to Us ^or b’s conduot, but to
instate, viz. : all the farm whereon the
first Tuesday in Deconber, in the year oj two dollars and interest, dated 26th June deem the Farm on which he now lives, situ the said
Aaron Witham now lives, situate in
ient thepre;eMSGi)^ekli?e and
ated in Vv aterboi’ough—the same being un
.
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty 1826.
aforesaid, bounded on the S. E. by
-'Executive can ei
seven.
LOT No. 2. A‘tract of land in said Al der the incumbraitee of a Mortgage deed to Sanford
land of Moses Sweat, on the N. E. by the
iKilliam Sowdoin^
the good of the 4
H" evi Barnard and John W. Weeks, fred
'
containing one hundred ami bvzenty a- Daniel
toad, on the N. W. by land of Flanders HatclL
J ESSE GILMAN, Deh'y Sherff.
JI-J executors of the last will and testament crcs, more or less, bomiffed thuX Jaègiimiff^.
and on the 5. W. by land of Obediah Little
Alfred, Nov. 30-, 1ÎV27.
D 8.
of Alexander Ramsay, late of Fryeburg, in the at the road south of Swett’s bridge, (so cal
field.
county of Oxford, physician, deceased, hav led) at the centre of middle branch of Mou
aud, says the Bali
WILLIAM EMERY, D. Sheriff.
ing presented their account of administration sum
!
river, and running by said ro?d somberly
Buenos Ayree.n p,i
Sanford, Nov. 22, 1827.
of the estate of said deceased, for allowance: to
1 land of Lemuel Foss, thence by said Foss’f
____ or
.. scoundrels,
___ _____ _
ORDERED,that the executors give no land to land of Abel ■ McGregory, thence I ¿ S offered for the scoundrel
tice to all persons interested, by causing south-easterly
;
by said MrG regory to the I -M whozunder cover of the darkness o/night*
a Bfazihan brm 8(
a copy of this Srder to be published three 1eastern branch Of Mousum river, thence up | on Sabbath night, the 25th ult. deposited on
and 2 brasspie(St. '
river follqwing its course, until it meets j ni-y Door-step a Tract, entitled “ON UNIweeks successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, said
i
1 T'hPPr:pOn ofCARRIED—In Biddeford, Mr. jTcob S. printed at Kennebunk, in said county of York, 1said middle branch, cn.Littlefield’s stream (so j VERBALISM,” or “If the blind lead the Fgl HE undersigned having been appointed
JL by the Hon. Jokas Clark, Judge of"
-nfp nt e?!1; Hr°l>Rdber, of Portland, to Miss Sai ah Hill, of that they, may appear ,at a Probate Court called,)
1
thence by thè last named river, to J blind, both shall full into the ditch.”
»aieatbt.Barts. -On the 22d ult. Mr. John Stackpole, of to be held at Alfred, in said county, onthe the place begun at. The tract last mention- Ì /
As such acts have been frequently practic 1 rot ate for the County of York, Commission
or No.2. is under the incumbrance of a ed, evidently for the purpose of insultin.p- mv ers to receive and examine the Claims of the
mebunk-port to Miss Mary D. Deshon, first Tuesday in January next, at ten of the ed,
1
^SAS 1 BRRlTOjHVEford.
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any mortgage to David Hall and Alvah Conant, religious opinions—1 would observe--to*the creditors to the estate, of
1 Assembly of thisfi Saqo, on the 22d ult. Mr. Ira Taylor, to they have, why the same should not be al- of
' Alfred, to secure the payment of five hun contemptible wretches who alpne amor-,’: us, I
THOJUAS WARLELff
tnd the members fes Ruth C. Kimball.—29th, Mr. Hiram H. lowed.
•dred and ninety eight dollars and twenty-five believe capable of such’conduct, that when’ I late of Wells» in said county deceased, and
•rovingof the nomin^ey, to Miss Sarah Fowler.,
cents,
with annual interest, dated Oct. 16, find my heart so corrupt as to be capable' of the term of six mouths being allowed said
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
■
1826.
nt of the United8*Newfield, Mr. William Seymms,'Xo Miss
A true Co/iy—Attest,
defrauding my Boston friends, Merchants Creditors for bringing in their claniis and prov
Scott, for reapp<y-Thompson, both of N.
LOT No..3. Atr ft ofland in said Alfred out of seven or eight; thousand dollais, to ing the same, hereby give notice, that they
WM. CUl'TER ALLEN, lieffr.
;es of the Territory,i Limerick, Mr. Isaiah Pinkham, of Ray
Dec. 8.
containing thirty /a< es,, !more or less, and build churches and disseminate,\ corruption will attend chat service at the house of Capt;
____ ___________ <■> _____ I h- 7 .-3' u
|
bounded
tht
rejection of thenouif'd, to Miss Mary D, Murray, of L.
ng at thetomerof Jo-. and fanaticism ; or when I am capable 'like I heodore Eldridge in Wells, on the first
:
Clai
he lion, Messrs.Joy Parsohsfield, Mr. William Emery, of At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, seph
ai the road, and running some others of similar vrofessionsj Staking Monday of December and the five following
within and for the Country of York, on the south-east
^csof the SiiperiorCt'vfi'-id, to Miss Sabina Drew-, of the" for.1 of Thomas White, advantage of a defenceless female in the mquths from two to five o’clock, in the after
first Tuesday in December, in ¡he year of thence by
ibersof tliebar.liavtf P^acete’s land to the road lead woods, then will I renounce Universalism and noon.
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty ing bysa
e Scott, approbate,Newfield, Mr. Francis Blake, ofBrownc , as corrupt
{
’s house, thence by said consider myself
as these vile Tract
JOSHUA HUBBARD 7 Comtnissidfi^
seven..
the bench, and exrj to Miss Hannah Rogers, of the former
last mentioned road, to the Kennetnmk road, ! droppers with their religious and hypocritical
ENOCH FURBISH. 5
ers.
ohn Miller and Lynthia M. Gould, thence by the road last said, to the beginning, j whining.
which they feeling.
Wells, Nov. 27,1827.
administrators
on
the
estate
of
Thomas
T;OT No. 4. Also another tract of land m
t of bis nomination1 .Ossipee, N. H. Mr. Jonathan Tuck, of
TZ
JAMES OSBORN, Jun.
sonsfield, to Miss Mary ¿Inn Philbrick, F. Gould, late of Kennebunk port, in said Alfred, containing ten ac”es, more or leas,, Kennebunk, Dec. 6, 1827.
County,
deceased,
having
presented
their
ac?
beginning at the corner of T'hos. White’s
-___
).
Thp N v r 5 Hingham, Mass. Capt. Bela Dayton, to count of administration, of the estate of said land, on the road, theffee running by said
deceased,
for
allowance
:
White’s land westerly to the river, thence
ves
Hibbert of Kennebunk.
ORDERED, That the said administrators northerly up said river to an elm tree, being whe subscriber Wishing to settle all hisac- ALL persons indebted to WILLIAM
t Hohoken h f 7 Wakefield, (N. H.) on Sunday evening
counts of more than o.ie year’s standing,
iciate
b>- He». MnPiperi Col. Mark N*le, of give notice to all persons interested, by caus théteorner of George Burnham’s land, thence
BA R'l LETT, either by note or Ac-s
calls on all persons having accounts Open with
T1 ip rliffi i.’E’er» to Miss Mary C. Copp, daughter of ing a copy of this order to be.published three by said Burnham’s laud to the road, thence him to settle the same immediately.-—From count, (whose debts have been assigned to
T.J > d ®c*1rge W. Copp, Esq. of Wakefiell
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga southerly by said road to the beginning.
the subscribers,) are hereby informed that
who can pay the balance due, he will their demands will be left with an Attorney
LO T No. 5. One undivided half of the those
'.v;.L . /■"'.'’’•New-York, Mr. M. M. Noah, senior zette, printed at Keffnebunk, in said county,,
cheerfully
and
thankfully
receive
it
—
from
that
they
may
appear
at
a
probate
Court,
to
for collection unless paid within fourteen
r, g proved inefator of t^e jgnqUirer, to Miss Rebecca, only
Carding Machine and the privilege of water
Br. D oposed the a^hter of Mv> Danie] jackson.
be held at Kennebunk, in said.county, pn the to carry the same, and the building in which those who cannot make it convenient at this days; Those who wish to-settle within that
time to pay the balance due, he will receive time will call on Mr. Aaron Maxwell, who
iPVM acce<^ ,0’t Providence, Wm. Simons, Esq. jun. Ed- first Tuesday in February next, at ten of the it is placed, owned in common with the heirs ; tlfeir
Bitt a.,settlement he must have with said Bartlett will attend to that business.
. Jiaham ouservd of the Providence Patriot, to Miss Meliit- clock in the forenoon and shew caiise/if any of Charles Griffin, Esq. deceased. Lotsl with Notes.
whom
an acthey have, why the same should not bp allow numbered three four and five are under the coent every aone
lead man-hartod Greene
WILLIAM GOOCH, J .
“ “he with
be eve
h he
he has
oH Xge
AARON MAXWELL. k^K^es.
ed.
was a native of Cali
mcumbrance of a mortgage to John Conant, that “ short settlements make loL friS ”
ite Barent Gardinietr
Wells, Nov. 24, 1827.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
Esq of Alfred to secure the payment of six As many of his accounts have been stantlhle
O31W'.F.r.
A true Copy—Attest,
xtensivelyihEoropi^
aunual ln.«»«w«» yea^ he LUS
he principal writerfcf
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Peg'r.
terest, dated October 16th, 1826.
nigh
time
that
such accounts were attended
Deo.
8.
_______
'
'
"
:1 to be one of the abk
LOT No. 6. A tract of laud in said Alfred, to ; and assures
such delinquents that all thi^s method to inform his friends and the
the day.
containing three aiires. morses less, ,«4th the WHO
fit-«-is
-I 4-’»x'V«
K x.ICth
.J _V. | Äl“hepuX’sSd
neglect
thi.
Notice
ttay
—...
~ ~
—
—- - -*-:'**■ teyoji. vthe
w
viXC
buildings thereon,"bounded southerly by the cfi Jó-iìiiiirv
nfixt will ttnH
O W1LSON,S^
#
*^
nu
’
r
y
next,
fmd tLiip.ît*
their accountso jjQ
in i J
, patent of cutting
road
leaning
to
Kennebunk,
southerly
and
.—An ti-Jackson
HE undersigned having been appointed easterly by land of Samuel Clark, and north the hands of an Attorney for collection.
garments-he
has
also
received
tile
latest
Fail
>out ninety,
T_
JAMES K. REMICH.
by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of erly by land of Jeremiah Goodwin and Board
and Winter fashions from New-York, by
nd in the
Kennebunk, Dec. 7,1827.
Probate for the County of York, Commission
 Johnson, Esqrs. being the same mes
which he hopes to give satisfaction to all who
man
Iso called.—Md. . ,
ers to receive and examine the claims of the suage now occupied by Rev.-Nathan Dougmay favour him with their custom.
:
IED—In South Berwick, Maj. Edmund cveditoi’s to the estate. of.. .
apers to the 2d Novt.gens? aged 68.
SAMUEL MENDUM.
lass, under the incumbrance of a mortgage
Kenfiebunk, Dec. 1.
jyiOSES II EMM ERB7AY,
to, Charles W. Williams and William Lord Í
iportant.
| Cornish, on 'Tuesday last, Mr. Amos
mpt to set fire to aRK a revolutionary patriot, and pension- late of Shapleigh, in said county, esquire, de of Kennebunk, to secure the payment of np HE Subscriber intending to close his
ceased, and the term of six months being al three hundred and eighty one dollars and -®- business in the Spring, offers his re
ttsburg, Penn, on tinged
•ome combustible^ Limerick,Nancy, daughter of Mr.Phin- lowed said creditors for bringing in their j twenty six cénts;datéd December s, 1827. • maining
claimsand proving’ the samc--hereby give
LOT No. 7. A tract of land in Lyman,
ire and attached toiHemmingway aged 3.
YOUNG man, (name not known) who
on the roof of a hoststan dish, Mr. Joseph P>iine, aged 87, notice, that they will attend that service at containing thirty acres, more or less, adjoin
stated that he belonged to York, Me
fire before it wasdk^S a "widow and 10 children. He has tire house of Widow Maria Henunenway, in ing Ihnd owned by the Society of Shakers, of at reduced prices.
Shapleigh,
on
tbelast.'Tuesday
of
December
’
I'homas
Sands,
of
John
Say
ward,
Jr.
and
John
handed a bundle of clothes to a traveller,, m
77 grandchildren, 70 of which are now
All debts, either by note or account, which Unita,
:ork Gazette sayslig> and 25 great grand children,. 22 of inst. and of the five following months from Low, Esq. and being the same tract of land
on the 21st ult. and requested him to
are not paid on the first of MARCH, will be leave them
two to fiveo’c.lock in the afternoon.
said Conant purcliased of Caleb Lassel.
•e death of Mr. GraKm are liying.
ata Tavern some miles distant.»
,,eit
with
an
Attorney
for
collection.
JOHN BODWELL,.
? CommissionLOT No. 8. A tract of land in Alfred, be
•ute in a convivial ¡»i Boston, Samuel Dariforth, M, D. aged
The young man by some mëans, did not ob
n
JOS.
G.
MOODY.
EDWARD B. REMICH. $
ers.
ginning at the southerly corner of land of
anti that that Editorl He was one of the most eminent physitain thé bundle—but can obtain information
Dec. 8,
Shapleigh, Dec. 7,1827.
Benja. J. Herrick, by the road, thence by the
ig in his paper wllhiil of that citv.
of it by calling at the Gazette office, and pay-»
road to the eastern branch of Mousum river,
ing for this advertisement.
dessrs Carey Leaae*1¿Catania, Sicily, the Prince of Palermo,
thence by said ri\ er to land of said Herrick,
Dec. 1.
i, will publish thisw^^leavi,ngaP^Pe^ of the annual in
and
by
said
Herrick
to
the
beginning.
Lots
* Carumgatef and*e of nearlY L500,000 francs.
..
numbered seven and eight are under the in
lovable part of“
AME into the Enclosure of cumbrance of a mortgage to Benjamin J. Her
t^e Subscriber on the 1st rick, of Alfred, to secure the payment of two
day of July last, a HEIFER, hundred and fifty dollars, with annual inter
left tied to a chair, i "
HE inhabitants of school district; No. 5,
«J
mLsWWw»« about 2 years old.—The owner est, dated January 29th, 1827. w
11 d. while its mother
in the town of Kennebunk/qualified by
may n.i'. her by proving piopcrty and pay
LOT' No. 9. A tract of land in Alfred,
ter—during her aba
HE Subscriber offers for sale a general
law/toVote m town affairs, are hereby notified
ing charges.
JOSHUA HATCH.
containing twenty acres, more or less, bound
>m, upset the cliaii.iUr.-,
assortment
of
HATS,
viz
:
to meet at the school house in said district, off
Kennebunk, Dec. 7, 1827.
HEWS
ed as follows : beginning at Swett’s bridge,
he fire, where it w$fA,ar
1 Case Superfine ;
do. fine ;
Monday, the tenth day 6f December next, at
on the easterly side thereof, thence down said
do. Imitation Beavers.
it it survived onlyrt
six o’clock in tile afternoon, to choose’an
stream to the eastern branch of Mousum
Agent, Clerk,- and School Committee for
—ALSO—
io was one of thes___________ ___________________
river, thence by said eastern branch to the
said district, and to transact any other busi
A large lot of low priced Napt and Felt
Kennebunk
road,
thence
by
said-toad
and
DARK mixed SURTOUT, six months
ness that may come before said meeting.
DECEMBER
8.
road
leading
to
Sanford
to
the
beginning.
ial at Philadelphia,»?^
t
,
worn; has been missing for several
By virtue of a warrant from the Selectmen/
,ill.inSneSqA'*
CLEARED.
months—su; posed to have been taken fromLOT No. 10. One other parcel of real es which will be sold as low as can be bought in
TIMO. FROST. Clerk,
tate,
being-all
said
Conant
’
s
right,
title
and
the
store.
The
Surtout
is
of
mixed
Broad

Kennebunk, Nov. 27, 1827.
2w.
•nviction,
Jec. 3d.—-Brig Leonidas, Ward, St. BarBoston, or elsewhere, for Cash, Country Pro
nacaixtalcase. ;1<)inews.
s
’
cloth, rather on thé redish cast, made to be interest in the Saw-mill and Grist-mill, with duce
or approved credit, by
the privileges belonging to the same. Said
worn
with
or
without
a
cape.
The
person
ie 22d of Novembet'iew Brig Horace, Hatch, New-Orleans.
E. GOULD.
mills are known by the name of Conant’s
Cass, asadayofftth.— Brig Carroll, Burnham, St. Thomas, having said Surtout is requested to return it, millsin Alfred.
..„ALSO...,
as the owner would like the use of the same
n Territory.
’th*—Brig William, Walker, Porto Rico.
The real estate described in numbers nine
A COMPLETE assortment of the above
during the winter. Any information respect
JUST RECEIVED
and ten, together with those numbered one
-oL articles, just received from Boston, ate
inf^/ffie^acto^h.'—Brig Agenoria, Mitchell, Philadel- ing it would be gratefully received.
A
good
assortment
of
and eight, are under the incumbrance of
for sale on good terms By
Dec. 8.
B. PALMER.
liam Sprague ia
with Corn, Flour, Rye,“and Sundries, to
mortgage to John Conant and Joseph Emer
JOH.K LILLW.
son, to secure the payment of six hundred
£on Saturday• ^'orc‘‘
Nov. 23, 1827.
and fourteen dollars with annual interest, dat
V maimed. One oft
memoranda.
ed Jan. 30, 1827-,
ror. Jour.
iaco, Dec. 3.— Ar. schs. Caspian, Storer,
BENJA. J. HERRICK, Defi. Sheriff.
J. K. KEMICH, Kennebunk,
uW-York; Adno, Woodsum, do, ; Eliza,
W.LjVTED, 500 Fox-Skins,
elebrated coaenma „r, Gloucester.—Sailed, 2d, Schs. Brave,
Alfred, Nov. 23, 1827.
HOMxXS’ & Miniature Almanacks, and
HE Subscribers having made a new afffor which Cash will be paid. He also pays
the Christian Calendar.
just completed anelhpamSj Kittery ; Orient, Parsons, Portstleman in Scotland,h
cash for all kind of Furs.
range ment in their business find it ne
..... tlLSO,..,
imr civen the per
Kennebunk, Dec> 7,1827.
cessary that their Book Accounts should be
p anil workmansljiltr. at Charleston, S. C. sell. Mary, Pope, The ^New-England Almanac and
closed by the first of January next.—AU per
v-.vr,^ „ FIlxAKEN on Execution and will
hes Thedutyinfells.
sons indebted are requested to attend to the
Masonic Calendar.
’
A be sold at Public Auction,
Uo .¿m Hp30 nerceAr. at New Orleans, 30th Oct. brig Iddo,
above
without further Notice.
je win
i
rin, Kennebunk<
This work is on a new and improved plan, on Monday, the 31st day of December next, O
GREENOUGH & BODWËLL. .
UALLS.
of
a
very
superior
qualiand
is
said
to
contain
more
useful
and
correct
.—A Mr. Abijah Wr. at Wilmington, N. C. 21st Oct. brig
at two o’clock in the afternoon, at the dwel
November 17,1827.
«JI Vf ty, just received and for sale by
information
than
any
Almanac
ever
published
ilitting open a nlpSray, Perkins, of this port, from Porto Rico,
ling-house of Peter Prost, Innholder, in
Greenough. Bodwell Co.
id been felled <*(r at Mobile, 7th ult. ship Sarah Thorn in New-England. Part of the extra informa Waterborough, all the right in equity, which
Dec. 8.
tion
it
contains,
in
addition
to
what
is
usually
cavity t^ent^L Dickerson, of Saco, from New-York,
Cummings Thompson, of said Waterborough,
ey were in a tor|»')poke, jn
Mississippi, 11th ult. ’ship found in works of this nature is, New and use has to redeem- a tract of land with the build
UNITARIAN TRACT~No. TA.
n inches in length- los, Dragdop, of this port, 20 days from ful Astronomical Calculations—Important ings thereon, situated in said Waterborough, lOOR sale by J. K. HS3RŒWÎÏ, Tract
'Tables relating to the ^Tides—Lists of Offi and adjoining land of Moses Burnham, and is
Dedham ^ton.
M
No. 15, of the American Unitarian As
. «Ar. at New-York, 3d Inst. schr. Volga, cers in the U. S. Government, and of each the same on which said Cummings Thomp sociation— On thy Doctrine of Pronouns. Fiir and Hair Seal and Colored
of the New-England States—Lists of Officers son now lives, and under the incumbrance of
—Fifty dollars is ®’jnes, of and from Saco.
CAPH,
By Noah Worcester, D. D.
nal poem, conthw;ejOWj
New-Orleans, Cole, from Neyv- of the Grand Lodges, their times and. places a mortgage to Josiah Brown.
Dec. 7.
of meeting, together with the names, loca
FOR SALE BY
more than sWJeans.
BENJA. J. HERRICK, D. Sheriff.
and times of meeting of the Subordinate
Alfred, Nov. 30, 1827.
; of the Salem, $aded frorn Liverpool,. 7th Oct. brig Mis tion,
WXZ&IAftl SAFFOID.
Lodges, in New-Engiand, &c. 3<c. The time
sed to J. to ‘
Lord, of this port, for Boston.
of High Water has been calculated for near a
CASH given for Shipping Furs,
ber.
Bremen, 9th Oct. Eliza, Wise, Virginia. hundred different places, and the very impor
GOOD Cow, that
Nov. 10,1827.
t_ r..ue \VorcesWt Vera Crua, 4th ult., no Eastern vessels. tant corrections depending on tiie difference of
will have a Calf in
’ vasorganize^rtK Porter’s squadron arrived on the 26th the right ascension of the Sun and Moon, ano
April next, for sale—will
ipany.w
May i^-t.
F
A
SUPERIOR
QUALthe distance of the latter from the Earth,
be sold low for Cash or
’ PU’cies, i
¡^’he frigate Constitution and sch. Porpoise, have been applied, T he best recommenda
ITY, for sale at the Kenapproved credit.- «-Sold for
s S’nCe' ?/
at Smyrna Sept. 25.
nebunk-Post Distillery, by
tion of the work is in the work itself.—Price
the want of Hay to keep
A good assortment o Justice
nit
et.tyi4fTlavaina, 24th ult. .brig. Flovd,. Tripp, I2|cents. Liberal discounts to traders.
«SÉ J. G. PERKINS.' - her.
B. PALMER.
Dec. 8.
Blanks
for sale at this Office.
Dec. 7.
,gle dollar by

Sheriff’s Sale.

Sheriff’s Sale.

Sheriff’s Sale.3

Sheriff ’s “Gale.

«3 BEWAB®,

Commissioners’ Notice*

J

Notice..

Printer’s Motive—Extra.

The Subscriber take^.

Commissioners’ Notice.

T

Notice.

‘"cEothesT

®tock of Goods A

¿¿Stray Heifer,

School Meeting Notice*

T

T

¿Surtout laost,

A

HATS,

DRUGS &_!’A iA’TS.

Fur and Hair Seal

For Sale by

T

CAPS.

Particular Notice.

T

Sheriff’s Sale.

JPinter Strained Oil.

CAPS

N. E. »IIM,
O

Cow for Sale.
A

Blanks.

New Croods

wn®aï».

LORD & KINGSBURY,
AVE just deceived, and offer for sale a!
large assortment of

H

Hew Goods,

From the New-York Evening Post.

which will be sold very cheap for Cash or
Countrv produce.
Consisting in part of the following articles,
viz :
Broadcloths ; Cassimeres ; Habit Cloths ;
Kerseys ; Coatings ; Bookings ; Flannels ;
Buckram ; Padding ; worst’d Camlets ;
Goats’ hair do. ; Tartan and Scotch plaid ;
A great variety of Calicoes ;
Muslins and Cambricks ;
Plain, Shaded and Strip’d Silks;
Gro.de Nap. do ;
.
Canton and Italian Crapes ;
Fancy silk FIdkfs.; Nice blk. and flag do ;
Factory Ginghams and checks;
Brown and bleached Shirtings and Sheetings;
Tickings ; Cotton Batting and Wadding ; v
Warp Yarns, 7, 8,9, 10 ;
Linnen Cambrick, brown apd black;
Linneus; Cassimere Shawls ; Valencia do.;
Garniture Ribbon.
Also, a good Assortment belting Searfs,
Sewing silk ; Twist; Pins; Needles.
Likewise a general assortment of

Fall & Winter Valuable School IPOM SAMS,
BOOK
GOODS.
BodweU Co. S
ON A NEW PLAN.
O
S. C. STEVENS,

B

UITABLE for Common Schools in gene
ral, and Younger Classes in Academies.

AVE received an extensive assortment
of

New Goods

adapted to the season—which they offer for
sale at lowprices for prompt pay.

ill HE subscriber offers for sale
JL the FARM on which he nod
lives, in Kennebunk, together wiJ
the farming Tools, Stock, Fund
ture, Gram, Corn and other appen
house keeping, too numerous to be
ly detailed. Said Farm is well situated, oj
a road much travelled, but a short distant
from the spot where there will, probably,¡j
a few months, be commenced a large mans'
facturing establishment; it lies at a ven
suitable distance from the village for a h|,
lie House ; in short, it combines many cot.
veniences, not every where to be toujj
Come and see.
Should not said farm be sold by the firsts GS*.
November, the subscriber would rent it toi
family, till it could be disposed of otherwise
NATHANIEL H. FLETCHER,'
Kennebunk<Oct. 6, 1827.

DCWUR, JY. H.

Publishes the

ANALYTICAL

reader,

—CONTAINING—

---- AMONG WHICH ARE----

Black, blue, olive, claret, drab and mix’d Lessons in Simultaneous Reading and Defin
ing, with Spelling from the same, to which
Broadcloths;
are added Questions, and References to an
“ 14 “ drab and mix’d Cassimeres;
Drab Kerseys ; Blue Plains Cloths ;
APPENDIX,
Green and olive Bookings ;
Containing Sketches of Characters, Persons
White, yellow, red and green Flannels ;
and Places alluded to in the VV ork.
Green, drab, scarlet and orange fig’d do.;
By SAMUEL PUTNAM.
Black, scarlet and orange Rattinetts ;
3-4 black silk and. worsted Bombazeens;
“ I had rather speak five words with my
4 silk do. ; 7, 8, 9, & 10-4 Rose Blankets ; understanding, that 1 might teach others al
6Drab Duffils;
so, than ten-thousand words in an unknown
Premium Sattinetts ; common do.;
tongue,”
Thou frail and dying year ! ah, where are
To tin
Scotch and Caroline Plaids ;
#*#It is used in Portsmouth Public Schools,
now
.
IOTAS made such arrangements in hisbiisiis?
High col’d Scotch Ginghams ;
,
by
direction
of
the
School
Committee
;
Dan

The charms that have in turn been all thine
JLhl ness, that the remains of his STOCI .■fellow
Worsted St silk Camlets ;
vers, Ms. Dover, 8cc. &c.
. own ?
,
will be sold at reduced prices.
Plain Sc fig’d, black Sc col’d Bombazetts ;
a
.New Stereotype Ed. in press.
The spring’s voting bloom, the summer s ri
All who are indebted must call and pa.
English Sc American Calicoes—a great va
pened glow,
on or before the first day of December neii compì
riety ; Patch Furnitures;
The autumn’s varied splendor—all are gone Groceries, Crockery, and Glass White Sc col’d Cambricks;
Kemiebunk-port, Oct.6, 1827.
From Rev. Mr. Hildreth, Gloucester, Ms.
[ Peopl<
And thou art sinking in oblivion’s wave—
and formerly Professor at Phillips* ExePlain Sc fig’d, swiss 8c book Muslins ;
Ware, fyc.
j sembl<
Would that the griefs thou gav’st might then
Linnen Combricks ; Imitation do.;
ter Academy.
*
'
I
upon t
Nov.
10.
too find a grave.
}
Dear Sir,—The plan of your book I like
Cambrick Muslins ;
I tonstit
Ave, years may pass, but yet time s rapid
very
much
;
it
must
greatly
promote
one
of
English Sc American Dimoties ;
/Wh FEET
FEEL W.
W, O. Wale pieces!
pi * slumb
flight
.
Italian Crapes ; Canton Sc Nankeen, do.;
the principal objects of Education, which is,
Would be unheeded, were.it not he flings
O inches square, for which a M Provit
to lead children to form the habits of thought
Press’d do.—all colours ; Crape Dresses ;
over t
A cloud o’er all youth s hopes and fancies
and reflection ; to search for-the meaning of price wil be given.
Crape square and long Shawls ;
BALES of Prime quality for Sale by
The bl
bright ;
—ALSO—
what they read ; to study things, and not
% GREENOUGH, BODWELL & Co. 78
Sc
4-4
white
Linneus
;
lytop
Alas ! he bears upon his shadowy wings
4 Linnen Damask ; Bl’k Sc brown Linnens words only. I have often had occasion to ob
8W. O. Timber will be received for asm sing o
November 17.
Darkness, distrust, and sorrow, while the
serve how easy it is, to accustom children to time in payment for debts due the Subscril man r;
6-4 8c 8-4 Cotten Damask ;
mind
...
be contented with sound without sense, and ber.
Plain, plaid 8c striped Silks ;
lion ; :
Broods o’er the gloom to which it is consign
how important it is, to direct their education
WILLIAM GOOCH, fens, i
Black Sinshaws and Sarsnetts ;
ed.
Wells, October 24, 1827.
in such a manner as always to associate words
Superior black India Silk, a 4s &d,;
Bl’k. Twill’d do.; Brown Plalillas for lining; with the ideas they signify. Your books has
Thou dying year; hastthounot swept away
j pursue
been introduced into the schools of a neigh
English and India Nankins ;
Joys dearer far than any thou hast left
obligat
----?AVE
JUST
RECEIVED,
a
varieboring
town,
and
the
minister
of
the
town
has
|
Bl
’
k.
Blue,
Brown
and
Olive
Silk
and
1
abby
withn 4thee, deHave we not seen our hopes,
1
1 their (
.
ty
of
JTElf
GOODS,
which
with
told
me
that
he
considered
it
worth
all
the
Velvets ;
CO If MBM*.
I soil, til
Found ourselves desolate ? And thus be 'their former stock comprises a complete as Marseilles, Valencia and Bl’k and col’d Silk other books in use in the place.
I ing lab
sortment
of
1
do
not
feel
capable
of
suggesting
improve

Vestings
;
reft
_
.,
1828,
P
ments. To tell the plain truth your book
European, India, West India Domestic Bl’k and Cl’d Silk Lace; Bobbinet do.;
Of all the fairest, brightest things of earth,
does not need any body’s recommendation.
Silk
and
cotton
narrow
do.
;
Hâve we not turn’d away» sick of the world s
GOODS fy GROCERIES, A large assortment of Cassimere, Valencia,
Yours,
HOSEA HILDRETH.
vain mirth ?
which they will sell on the best terms for
long and raw Silk long St square Shawls ;
Mr, S. Putnam.
Cash
or
Country
Produce.
Have we not prdyed that thou wouldst quick
Brown Cambricks for Bonnets ;
partici
ALSO—-Many New Goods rec’d from Bl’k, blue and brown Shag ;
ly fleet,
#
From Rev. President Ttler, of Dart
tion to
"When we were sunk iû sorrow’s deepest Auction, which they can sell very low.
Brown and bleach’d Shirtings 8c Sheetings ;
mouth College.
J. K. REACH’S BOOKSTORE, ; this tin
Kennebunk, Nov. 10th, 1827.
Bed
Tickings
;
Gingliams,
Checks
8c
Stripes
;
gloom ?
,
i
*
“ The plan which is new, appears to have
to a di
Oct. 26,1827.
Have we not learn’d each coming day to
Col’d Plushes for Pelisses ;
been suggested by long experience in the bu
»whole
Fancy, Gauze and SilkHd^fs. ;
greet,
.
siness of instruction ; and so far as 1 am able
as yet
Because it brought us nearer to the tomb ?
Flag, Bandanna and German do. ;
to judge, to be well adapted to facilitate the
that bl
And thou hast fleeted ; and with thee has
HE subscriber having contracted with Superior Bl’kLevantine and Italian do.;
progress of learners. 1 should be gratified’to
shall li
passed
the Overseers of the Poor for the town Bl’k and col’d worsted Hose ;
see it introduced into all our primary schools?5
The strong, deep misery that could not last.
Ladies’bl’k and cl’d Silk, Kid, Beaver .and
of Wells, for the support of*all the Paupers
Ito perp
Dog Skin Glo\ es ;
belonging to said town for the current year ;
Attorney and Counsellor at Lai their i
From Hon. Judge Ware, Portland.
Sorrow treads heavily and leaves behind
he therefore hereby forbids all persons har Russia Qiapers and Sheeting;
“ I have looked through the Analytical
A deep impression, e’en when she departs ; boring or trusting any of said Paupers on his German Sheeting and Ravens Duck J
K»Reader, and think it well adapted to the use
While joy trips by, with steps light as the account, (excepting those persons with whom Buckram and Padding;
of
Schools.
The
selections
are
suited
to
the
wind,
he has made special agreements to support Italian Crape Manties ;
County of York, fare of
capacity of children, and calculated to give
And scarcely leaves a trace upon our hearts any of said Paupers) as I shall pay no bills of 4-4 8c 5-4 “ “ Square Shawls ;
MÌ to den
them
a
taste
for
reading
;
while
the
defini

Of the faint footfalls : only this is sure—
Plain
and
fig
’
d,
bl
’
k
and
col
’
d
Sattins
and
the like kind after this dale.
October 27, 1827.
3m. I gislatui
tions and pronunciations given on the oppo
In this world nought, save suffering, can en
Silks for Bonnets;
JOSIAS L1TTLFIELD.
J Merest
site page are calculated to give them a cor
dure.
Col’d Florences for Bonnet Linings ;
ges, aft
rect pronunciation, and impress in their
3?.
S.
All
persons
are
forbid
Gent.
W
’
t
and
col
’
d
Cravats
;
I present
Yet thou art a kind monitor, and we.
minds a distinct notion of the meaning of
Drab
and
sca^t
Cassimere
Points
;
harboring
or
trusting
Martha
Buzzell,
wife
In tli<ee, may mark the progress of our lives:
LBS. of Vermont CHE]
words. I think it may be advantageously in
Millinetts
and
Foundation
Muslin
;
of
Theodore
Buzzell,on
account
of
the
above
My spring- time is yet new-—I ne’er may see
troduced into our common schools.”
OvVV for sase by
Umbrellas ;
A summer ; and the fruits that autumn subscriber, as no expenses or bill of her con Cotton
LORD & KINGSBURY.pSuperior Gilt Qeat and Vest Buttons ;
tracting
will
be
paid.
gives,
Oct. 26.
;a/wec<
From the late Rev. Dr. I3anson, Portland,
“
Camlet do. of all colours;
----------------- ~_j r- nsti(
Welts, Nov. 24, 1827.
ly.
For me, may never ripen. O’er my brow.
“ I have examined the “ Analytical Read
Bundle and pound Pins ;
Ere then, the grass may rustle. Be it so I
A great variety of Belt 8c Garniture Ribbons; er,” and am of opinion that the author has
Cords ; Braids ; Sewing Silks ; Silk Twist; introduced many valuable improvements,
which render it, in several respects, superior
Cotton Sewings ; Tape ;
ANEAT DEFINITION.
to any other work of the same class with
“ Can you tell me (cried Cecelia to Damon)
HIN SHEET LEAD suitable for color 7, 8, 9, 10,11 and 12 Warp Yarns ;
-nations
which I am acquainted.5’
Pelisse Wadding ; Cotton Batting, 8tc. 8<c,
from whence,
ing Chimney’s—for Sale by
I may know a coquette from a woman of
GREENOUGH, BOD WELL & Co.
Together with a general assortment of
sense,
Mr. Jackson. Teacher of Monitorial HAS FOR SALE a large assortment! cultivai
November 17.
Where the difference lies”—“ yes (says Da
School, No, 1, Portland, says—“ 1 have ex
School Books and Stationary, wH tention
mon) I can :
amined your “ Analytical Reader” and have will be sold at fair prices for Cash, orona® nnd de
Every man courts the one, t’other courts ev
introduced it into the school under my care sonable credit.---------------------------------- I of Gre
ery man?’
I consider it a great improvement, and am of
J7*Country traders will find it advanta® justmei
opinion that its intrinsic value needs only to
—CONSISTING OF—
be known to insure it an extensive circula ous to call and examine his stock, asS{
arrangements have been made, as enable- mPnt
Windward Island, 2 ■» ttTMT tion.”
—LIKEWISE—
him to sell by the quantity at Boston whoE speeir
St. Croix and N.E.
sale prices—& several works which hepiil
York, ss. JYlvember 8th, 1827.
From the American Journal of Education, lishes can be afforded much cheaper.
* aav °’
AKEN on execution, all the right in
I late Er
published in Boston, August, 1827.
Kennebunk, Oct. 12,1827.
equity that Noah Thompson, of Shap- [' into eff
Holland and American
“ The first edition of this meritorious work
leigh, in the County of York, yeoman, has to
Sicily Madeira, dry and )
was mentioned in our first volume, p. 318.
i chided
redeem the following described mortgaged
sweet Malaga and Port $ W
, ' 1826, tl
FOR SALE BY
“ The present edition is rendered still
real estate, situated in said Shapleigh—bound
Cherry Rum ; W. I. Shrub ;
more acceptable by revision, and by greater
I gedat'
SOS.
MOODT.
ed on the west by a road leading from John
I last. I
Cordial and Noyou ; Old Whiskey ;
neatness of execution. The plan of this work
Nov. 17.
Thompson, jun.’s, to land owned by the heirs
I the nin
Molasses ; Coffee ;
is of so useful a character, that we hope
of John Pilsbury ; on the north by said heirs’
i| this Co
teachers will avail themselves of it, so as to
Young
Hyson,
.
land ; on the east by land of Joseph Bean ; on
conduct their reading Lessons on the method
I t” Çon
Hyson Skin and
E 5 pL A
the south by the county road leading from
|| and for
which it exemplifies. We know of no course
Souchong
>
Alfred to Haley’s Corner,—being the same
'i dollars,
so well suited to make children thoroughly
Fig and T wist 1 obacco ;
farm on which the said Noah now lives, con
I claim at
acquainted with their own language, or to
37 1-2
Brown, White and Loaf Sugar ;
taining about eighty acres—and the said No
impart the advantages, of correct, forcible
AS just made a large addition of new Ground Pepper : Spice ;
HEATON’S noted ITCH
ah Thompson’s right therein will be sold at
and appropriate expression.
goods to his stock comprising a good Ginger and Cinnamon ; Raisins ; Figs
ME'NT, which has stood the ®k.(* ar*j
Public, Auction at the Store of Robert
assortment of Broad Cloths, Habit Cfoths,
Nutmegs ; Cloves; Cocoa ; Chocolate ;
against all other ointment, the Pr’cel]A f,
Fernald, in Sanford, in said County, on
Filberts ; Castana Nuts ; Shagbarks ;
The work is also highly recommended by ‘which has been reduced from 5Oto l , »lo:
Thursday, the 20th day of December next, Pelisse Cloths, Cassimeres, &c.
ALSO India Rubber over shoes of the first Currants ; Salt Petre ;
the following gentlemen :—Rev. Prof. Up cents.
ePe*
at two of the clock in the afternoon .—Condi
I “CfltOlAW
quality.
4d, 6d, 8d, 10d, 20d & 40d Cut Nails;
ham, Bowdom College ; Prof. Mussey, Dart
'
...ALSO...
SS
tions at sale.
_
Nov. 3. - _______________
Iron ; Iron Shovels ; Crow Bars, &c. Seemouth College ; Rev. Mr. Burroughs, Rev.
LUTHER GOD1NG, Dep. Sheriff.
Nov. 3.
Dr. Parker, Rev. Mr. Turner and Judge Dr. Davenport's Billions nW
Nov. 24.
Woodbury, Portsmouth ; Rev. S. Farley, A
For the time these Pills have been offer a^orj™
M. Preceptor of Atkinson Academy ; Rev. to the public, the sale of them has exceedi
**
OR Mandarines, great coats, See. for
FL Wibur, A. M.tauthor of Reference Bi the most sanguine expectations efthepi|af • 'I
sale by
ble, &c. ; J. W. Bourne, A. M. formerly Pre prietor, which may be fairly considered^ t{-es (JJOS. G. MOODY.
ceptor of Franklin Academy, Rev. Mr. Cla acknowledgement of their many virtues. I 0,wlt:E
OF THE AMERICAN
Nov. 3. .
ry, Dover; Asa E. Foster, A. B. Precep
They are very justly esteemed ^orMandco’
FBI HE Stand owned by the Subtor of Gilmanton Academy ; Rev. Mr. Cross, mild and safe operation as a cathartic in Ij^.1
»
scriber, with House, Store
Salisbury,
N.
FI.
;
Hon.
John
Brodhead,
cases where one is necessary—TheyrJn.
ROH SjILE sr
by 36, Wood House, Barn,
Member of Senate, N. FI. ; A. March, A. M. safe, and sovereign remedy in all billions« a t • r
J.
Agent.
Chaise House and Stable, all con
Preceptor of Haverhill Academy, N. H. ; vers, pains in the head, stomach and bo«?
nected together, with a wood yard separate
Rev. S. R. Hall, Preceptor of the Academy, indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, worn
Kennebunk, Oct. 13, 1827.
from the Garden, and a fine "well of water,
Concord, Vt.; Mr. Greenleaf, Preceptor of and billions cholic—they are likewiseani^ q
HITE
&
RED
LEAD,
Venitian
Red,
situated opposite the Hay Scales, and in the
Bradford Academy, Mass. ; Rev. Mr. Tow tidote against infectious diseases, removi? look
Crome and French Yellow, Spanish
centre of business are offered for sale. As
ner, Preceptor of the Academy, Wolfbor obstructions of every kind by dissolving®]
the Manufacturing business will, no doubt, go Brown, Prussian Blue, Letherage, Teredeough, N. H. Mr. Tenney, Preceptor of discharging the morbid matter, helping Q counsel
on rapidly next year, a better stand for busi seanna, Umber, Spirits Turpentine, Varnish,
ua raiHE CTOBXs lately occupied Hampton Academy, N. FI.
gestion, restoring a lost appetite—a surtj Britain
ness is not frequently offered. The subscri Whiting, Linseed Oil of the very first qual
fWW -®- by Mr. Stephen Towne, at
Price, 25 cents single—$2,40 per dozen.
lief for costive habits. They are .so ac^pfOcj. ’
ber is selling goods at reduced prices, and ity, Logwood and Redwood, Indigo, Vitriol,
Kennebunk-Port.
For Sale by J. K. Remigh, Kennebunk.
modated to all seasons and hours, that» promise
calls on those indebted to make payment, Copperas, Allum, See. for sale on good terms
Enquire of HENRY CLARK, Esq.
Nov. 10.
3w&3teow,
maybe taken in summer or winter, at!?
that he may be enabled to keep his Store bv
Kennebunk-Port.
time of the day, without regard to diet) tains. ,
Co.
well furnished with Goo.d Articles, ’till he GREENOUGH, BODWELL,
Oct. 6.
3m.
hindrance of business. Their operation is| t;nue‘^i
Nov. 3.
disposes of his real estate, when he will close
----------- ------ -- ———
gentle and effectual, that by experienced the exn
by Public Auction.
HE undersigned having been appointed are found to excel any other physic hern venting
N. B. On hand a lot of good laying SHIN
by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of fore offered to the public.
I tormina
GLES.
Probate, for the County of York, ComThe genuine are covered with aCM notice t
the Debts.^YXi .
OFFERS FOR SALE,
< DISCOURSE on being born again.” missioners to receive and examine the claims plate, with the design of the GoodSaiM cfa]|Cf
S. L. OSBORN.
tan, and the agents name thereon.
bendem
2ml —By Mrs. Barbauld.—Price 3 cts. of the creditors to the estate of
"i jfh HHDS. Prime Retailing MOKennebunk, Nov. 21, 1827.
—ALSO—
JL V LASSES.
and ” A dialogue on providence, faith and
Parties.
WILLIAM BURLEIGH,
Kennebunk-port, Nov. 1,1827.
prayer.”—Price 4 cents—Interesting and in late of South-Berwick, in said County, Es
IVTieaton's Jaundice Bitted J;
can
structive pamphlets—Just published and for quire, deceased, and the term of six months
ór to the
37
1-2
.
sale at
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
being allowed said Creditors for bringing in
Nov. 2.
their claims and proving the same—Hereby
Davenpdrfs Celebrated Eye
QUANTITY of COHVSH-nOOT,
>and all
give notice that they will attend that service
Collection of Sacred Musick ;
A fresh supp’y of the above is kept in ft nfC0’‘ma
at the office of John A. Burleigh,.Esquire, nebunkby J. LILLIE—in Wells by N.M' tobe
Woodbridge’s. Geography and Atlas ; Col
BEACK SNAKE ROOT,
in said South-Berwick, on the second Thurs rill—in Saco, by E. Goodale and G. Coe-:fI™0).be a]
for which a liberal price willbe given by the burn’s Arithmetick ; Cummings’ 1st Les
day of this and the five following months, Dover by Wheeler & Tufts—by the Mnations sons
;
and
an
additional
supply
of
Stationary,
subscriber.
rANTED 300 Bushels Flax. Seed for fiom two to five o’clock in the afternoon.
gists in Portland and Boston, and by $ ered on
Just received and for sale at
JOSEPFI PRIME,
which a fair price will be^paid by
persons in the principal towns from coUis;on
THOMAS LEIGH, j Commissioners.
J.
K.
REMICH
’
S
Bookstore.
GREENOUGH, BODWELL C ’
to Georgia.
Now. 23s 1827.
Xov'i^
South-Berwick, Nov, 6, 1827.
November 17.
Oct. 1,1825^
QO’V&blytoii

THE DYING YEAR.
The dying year ! how are those few words
fraught
With images of faded loveliness .
How doth it fill, with dreams of saddened
tho’t,
The heart that sighs for all that once could
bless !
It falls with mournful sound upon the ear,
The knell of something we have long held
dear.

Selling for Cash

I. Jefferds,

Wanted

Bufalo Bobes.
[Er3 New Goods

BANIEU WISE & CO.

for

For sale at

Notice.
T

Jlttorney’s Notice.

TRISTRAM RITMA#-"»'

Office at WELLS,

CHXBSE.

School Books 4*
tioiutrij.

Sheet Lead.

T

JAMES K. REMICIK

SOCKS, OIL.

Sheriif’s Sale.
T

PF*. I. Goods and Grocenes.

TAidii s' Venitian Socks,

Winter Strained Sperm

«

001,

“NEW GOODS.

a

J. O. PERKINS,

H

Crdod Chance F
For an industrious trader.

W

Cotton Wadding

The Publications

Paints, Oil and Dye

Stuffs.
W

K. REMICH,

Vo Det.

Commissioners’ Notice.

J. G. PERKINS,

Wanted,

New Publications.

T

Bridgewater

F'lax Seed.

W

K Rich si

